CONSUMER ALERT - PROTECT YOURSELF!

With so many high-profile and popular events coming to Wharton Center, including Hamilton, we have found some of our patrons are being exploited by ticket resellers. In some cases our tickets are being marketed on websites even BEFORE tickets go on sale to the general public, at prices far above the price you will pay through Wharton Center’s official channels: whartoncenter.com and 1-800-WHARTON.

If you purchase tickets from another source you might pay too much or purchase invalid tickets. You also may not be able to get help from Wharton Center’s ticketing staff if you have a ticket problem, because there will be no in-house record of your transaction. As a result, we cannot contact you if there is a change of performance time, traffic notices, or to provide you with any other urgent information.

Avoid unscrupulous ticket resellers:

- Bookmark our website, whartoncenter.com, for ticket and show information.
- Sign up for our eClub on our website to receive information directly from Wharton Center.
- Note our actual site name. Fraudulent websites may use a version or part of our name, or a misspelling of Wharton Center in their web address.

We urge you to protect yourself by purchasing directly from the Official Authorized Source for Wharton Center tickets – buy your tickets at www.whartoncenter.com; through 1-800-WHARTON (1-800-942-7866); or at the Auto-Owners Insurance Ticket Office at Wharton Center.

If you think you have been duped by a fraudulent ticket reseller, you can file a Consumer Complaint Form with the Michigan Attorney General’s Office. Forms are located at: https://secure.ag.state.mi.us/complaints/consumer.aspx

More tips and information can be found at: whartoncenter.com/events-tickets/consumeralert
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CAST
(in order of appearance)

Dewey ................................................................. ROB COLLETTI
Dewey (at certain performances) .......................................................... MERRITT DAVID JANES
Rosalie ....................................................................................... LEXIE DORSET SHARP
Ned ......................................................................................... LAYNE ROATE
Patty ...................................................................................... EMILY BORROMEO
Shonelle ..................................................................................... ARIANNA PEREIRA
Katie ......................................................................................... LEANNE PARKS
James ....................................................................................... JACOB MORAN
Marcy ......................................................................................... JULIAN BRESCHIA
Mason ......................................................................................... GRIER BURKE
Freddy ....................................................................................... CAMERON TRUEBLOOD
Zack .......................................................................................... MYSTIC INSCHO
Bill ........................................................................................... SAMMY DELL
Lawrence .................................................................................... THEO MITCHELL-PENNER
Summer ..................................................................................... SAMI BRAY
Sophie ......................................................................................... GABRIELLA UHL
Doug/Mr. Spencer ......................................................................... TIM SHEA
Ms. Sheinkopf/Security Guard #1 .................................................. DEIDRE LANG
Snake/Mr. Mooneyham ................................................................. SINCLAIR MITCHELL
Stanley/Mr. Williams ...................................................................... JONATHON TIMPANELLI
Gabe Brown/Mr. Hamilton/Jeff Sanderson .................................... PATRICK CLANTON
Bob/Mr. Sandford/Cop .................................................................. LIAM FENNECKEN
Mrs. Hathaway ............................................................................. ELYSIA JORDAN
Theo .......................................................................................... HERNANDO UMANA
Security Guard #2 ......................................................................... MELANIE EVANS
Ensemble ................................................................................... PATRICK CLANTON, KRISTIAN ESPRITU, MELANIE EVANS,
LIAM FENNECKEN, ELYSIA JORDAN, SINCLAIR MITCHELL,
TIM SHEA, JONATHON TIMPANELLI, HERNANDO UMANA

UNDERSTUDIES

Swings and understudies never substitute for listed performers unless a specific announcement is made at the time of the appearance.

for Dewey—LIAM FENNECKEN, JONATHON TIMPANELLI; for Rosalie—MELANIE EVANS,
ELYSIA JORDAN; for Patty—KRISTIAN ESPRITU, KARA HALLER; for Ned—JOHN CAMPIONE,
TIM SHEA, HERNANDO UMANA; for Mrs. Sheinkopf/Security Guard #1—KARA HALLER, ELYSIA
JORDAN; for Mrs. Hathaway—KARA HALLER; for Security Guard #2—KARA HALLER; for Summer—NATALIA BINGHAM, BELLA FRAKER; for Freddy—SAMMY DELL, JACOB MORAN; for
Zack—BLAKE RYAN, JESSE SPARKS; for Lawrence—JULIAN BRESCHIA, BLAKE RYAN; for Katie—
NATALIA BINGHAM, BELLA FRAKER; for Tomika—ARIANNA PEREIRA, GABRIELLA UHL; for
Shonelle—BELLA FRAKER, GABRIELLA UHL; for Marcy—BELLA FRAKER, GABRIELLA UHL;
for Mason—BLAKE RYAN, JESSE SPARKS; for Billy—BLAKE RYAN, JESSE SPARKS; for Theo—
JOHN CAMPIONE, TIM SHEA

SWINGS
NATALIA BINGHAM, JOHN CAMPIONE, CHRISTOPHER DeANGELIS,
BELLA FRAKER, KARA HALLER, BLAKE RYAN, JESSE SPARKS

DANCE CAPTAIN—CHRISTOPHER DeANGELIS
ASSISTANT DANCE CAPTAIN—KARA HALLER

The photographing or sound recording of any performance or the possession of any device or such photographing or sound recording inside this theater, without the written permission of the management, is prohibited by law. Violators may be punished by ejection and violations may render the offender liable for money damages.
MUSICAL NUMBERS

ACT 1

Scene 1: The Olympic Powerhouse
“I’m Too Hot for You” ................................................................. No Vacancy and Dewey

Scene 2: Dewey’s Bedroom
“When I Climb to the Top of Mount Rock” ........................................ Dewey

Scene 3: Horace Green—The Assembly Hall
“Horace Green Alma Mater” ........................................................... Rosalie, Students and Teachers
“Here at Horace Green” ................................................................. Rosalie

Scene 4: The Apartment
“Variations 7” ........................................................................... Dewey and Ned
“Children of Rock” ..................................................................... Dewey and Ned
“Mount Rock” (Reprise) ............................................................... Patty

Scene 5: Horace Green—The Hallway Outside the Music Room
“Queen of the Night” ................................................................... Rosalie, Dewey and Gabe

Scene 6: Horace Green—The Classroom
“You’re in the Band” ..................................................................... Dewey and Students
“You’re in the Band” (Reprise) ..................................................... Dewey and Students

Scene 7: Students’ Homes
“If Only You Would Listen” ........................................................... Students

Scene 8: Horace Green—The Classroom
“In the End of Time” ..................................................................... Dewey

Scene 9: Horace Green—The Faculty Lounge
“Faculty Quadrille” ....................................................................... Teachers

Scene 10: Horace Green—The Classroom
“In the End of Time” (Band Practice) .............................................. Dewey and Students
“Stick It to the Man” ..................................................................... Dewey and Students

Scene 11: Horace Green—The Halls

Scene 12: The Palace Theatre—Backstage
“In the End of Time” (The Audition) .............................................. Dewey and Students
“Stick It to the Man” (Reprise) ..................................................... Dewey and Students

ACT 2

Scene 1: Horace Green—The Classroom
“Time to Play” .............................................................................. Summer and Students

Scene 2: Horace Green—The Faculty Lounge

Scene 3: Horace Green—The Classroom
“Amazing Grace” ......................................................................... Tomika
“Math Is a Wonderful Thing” ...................................................... Dewey and Students

Scene 4: The Roadhouse
“Where Did the Rock Go?” ............................................................ Rosalie

Scene 5: The Apartment—The Living Room

Scene 6: Horace Green—The Classroom
“School of Rock” (Band Practice) ...................................................... Dewey and Students
“Dewey’s Confession” ................................................................. Dewey, Rosalie, Patty, Ned and Parents

Scene 7: The Apartment—Dewey’s Bedroom
“If Only You Would Listen” (Reprise) ............................................ Tomika and Students

Scene 8: The Palace Theatre—Onstage
“I’m Too Hot for You” (Reprise) ...................................................... No Vacancy
“School of Rock” ......................................................................... Dewey and Students
“Stick It to the Man” (Encore) ....................................................... Dewey and Students
“Finale” ........................................................................................ Full Company

ORCHESTRA
Music Director/Keyboards—MARTYN AXE
Assistant Music Director/Keyboards—JULIE HOMI
Children’s Music Director—BENJAMIN ZOLESKI

Guitar 1—ANTHONY RUBBO; Guitar 2—DIEGO ROJAS; Guitar 3—DAVID SAENGER;
Bass—LYNN KELLER; Drums—TAURUS LOVELY
Band Tech—BENJAMIN ZOLESKI; Librarian—LYNN KELLER
Music Coordinator—TALITHA FEHR-TL MUSIC INTERNATIONAL
Keyboard Programming—STUART ANDREWS
CAST

ROB COLLETTI
LEXIE DORSETT SHARP
EMILY BORROMEO
LAYNE ROATE
MERRITT DAVID JANES
NATALIA BINGHAM

SAMI BRAY
JULIAN BRESCIA
GRIER BURKE
JOHN CAMPIONE
PATRICK CLANTON
CHRISTOPHER DeANGELIS

SAMMY DELL
KRISTIAN ESPRITU
MELANIE EVANS
LIAM FENNEKEN
BELLA FRAKER
KARA HALLER

MYSTIC INSCHO
ELYSSA JORDAN
DEIDRE LANG
ALYSSA EMILY MARVIN
SINCLAIR MITCHELL
THEO MITCHELL-PENNER

JACOB MORAN
LEANNE PARKS
ARIANNA PEREIRA
BLAKE RYAN
TIM SHEA
JESSE SPARKS

JONATHON TIMPANELLI
CAMERON TRUEBLOOD
GABRIELLA UHL
HERNANDO UMAMA
WHO’S WHO in the CAST


LEXIE DORSETT SHARP (Rosalie). National/international tours: Young Frankenstein (Elizabeth), The Addams Family (u/s Morticia, u/s Alice, u/s Grandma), Elf (Emily). “Thanks to ATB Talent, AM Studio and my family and friends.” Proud CCM grad. “All my heart to Jesse for always helping me see what’s possible.” @lexiedorsettsharp. LexieDSharp.com.


LAYNE ROATE (Ned). National Tour debut! Regional: RENT (Mark), Peter and the Starcatcher (Boy/Peter), Blood Brothers (Mickey), Baskerville (Sherlock Holmes), Children of Eden (Adam/Noah), The Music Man (Harold Hill), American Idiot (Johnny). Much gratitude to God, Tara Rubin Casting, the SoR Team, family and his librarian.

MERRITT DAVID JANES (Dewey at certain performances). Colchester, VT.; UMaine and Circle in the Square graduate. Broadway: School of Rock (original cast). New album: Waiting in the Wings. National tours: Sweeney Todd (Sweeney), Beauty and the Beast (Lumiere), The Wedding Singer (Robbie), Shrek (Farquaad), Catch Me If You Can (Hanratty), The Phantom of the Opera 25th. merrittdavidjanes.com. Instagram:mdjtanner. Twitter: @MDavidJanes.

NATALIA BINGHAM (Swing, u/s Summer, Katie) is honored to “rock” with the cast and crew of SoR. Credits include Small Allison (Fun Home), Annie (Annie), Young Cosette (Les Mis) and “Sesame Street” (“Elmo’s World”). Thanks to mom, dad, nana, Tori, Merri and Claire at Tara Rubin Casting, Lisa Calli, Barry Kolker, Amanda Flynn, Kat, Rick, DMO and UDA.


JULIAN BRESCIA (Mason, u/s Lawrence) is 9 years old and thrilled to be joining SoR! He loves music and all things creative. “Thank you to my family, Jackie Reid, Innovative Artists, Ron Tierno, Dynamic Kids, Brickhouse NYC, George Oakley, Robin Dunn, Kathy Renna, ATNY, Tara Rubin and SoR creative team.”

GRIER BURKE (Tomika) is excited to join this cast and be in the band! She most recently appeared in the Broadway national tour of Disney’s The Lion King as Young Nala. Regional theater credits: Elf The Musical, A Christmas Story, Annie Warbucks, and Billy Elliot. Many thanks to Gray Talent Group. grierburke.com. @iamgrierburke.


SAMMY DELL (Billy, u/s Freddy) is thrilled to debut as Billy with School of Rock’s national tour. Special thanks to those who have contributed to this amazing journey, especially Pat Foti and Endicott Performing Arts Center, voice coaches Anthony Laciura and Jordan Schreiner, drum-teacher extraordinaire Chris Adams and Nancy Carson. Much love to Dad, Mom and Alison!
WHO’S WHO in the CAST

KRISTIAN ESPIRITU (Ensemble, u/s Patty) is ready to rock! New York: Here Lies Love (The Public), NYMF, Lysistrata, Scorched. Head-banging front-woman of Over the Pass. For Spencer and POC. Mabuhay! Instagram: @kriscendo.


LIAM FENNECKEN (Bob, Mr. Sanford, Cop, Ensemble, u/s Dewey). Singer/songwriter and proud graduate: Penn State, B.A. theater. National tour: Once (Svec), American Idiot (Ensemble, u/s Will), Peter Pan 360 (Sme/Nana). Thanks to family, friends and the SoR team! IG: @Lfennecken.

BELLA FRAKER (Swing, u/s Summer, Marcy, Katie, Shonelle) is thrilled to rock out with the first School of Rock tour. From Atlanta, Ga., giving many thanks to God, family, Nancy, casting, Orbit Arts, Broadway Dreams, Bob and Debbie.


MYSTIC INSCHO (Zack). On stage since 4, now 9. Started with dancing, Mystic quickly developed into a singer, actor and multi-instrumentalist. He loves to shred on guitar. He writes music and lyrics. School of Rock is throwing him into an exciting future. Thanks to all his wonderful teachers. Insta: @mysticinscho. mysticinscho.com.


ALYSSA EMILY MARVIN (Marcy) is thrilled to rock across the U.S. with the amazing SoR team! Int’l tour: Annie (Molly). Love and thanks: Nancy Carson, Tara Rubin Casting, SoR creative, Bob Marks, Janine Molinari, Denise Simon, Raquel/MVS, Alex, Mom, Dad, Grandma Diane, Andy, Julia, Cookie dog, family and friends! alyssamarin.com; Insta: @alyssaemmarvin.


THEO MITCHELL-PENNER (Lawrence). Playing the piano since age 5, Theo is over the moon to be making his touring debut in SoR! Thanks to Nancy Carson, his teachers and the Walnut. Love to his family and friends. Special thanks to Merri Sugarman, Sir Andrew Lloyd Webber and the cast and creative team.

JACOB MORAN (James, u/s Freddy). Rocking out on the drums since the age of 2, Jacob is honored to join the cast of SoR. Credits: Young Will (Big Fish), Simba (The Lion King). “Many thanks to my family, teachers Jason, Nico and Mr. Fleming and Merri Sugarman, Claire Burke and the cast and creative team.” jacobmoran.actor.

LEANNE PARKS (Katie) is thrilled to be a part of the School of Rock family! She thanks the SoR in Port Jefferson Station, N.Y., all of her piano teachers over the years, the entire SoR family, Tara Rubin Casting and her mom and dad. LeanneParks.com. Instagram: leannebarbaraparks.

ARIANNA PEREIRA (Shonelle, u/s Tomika) from South Fla., is thrilled to make her debut on the School of Rock first national tour. Thanks to Tara Rubin Casting and SoR creative for this opportunity! “Love to my family (especially mom), Tammy Holder, BCPA, FLCT, UCPA and the entire “village” that made this possible!”

BLAKE RYAN (Swing, u/z Zach, Lawrence, Mason, Billy) rocks the piano, guitar, ukulele and harmonica. He and his brother perform as BroBand. Thanks to Tara Rubin Casting and SoR creative. Love and thanks to mom, dad, Kellen. @blakeryanofficial. BroBandRocks.com.
WHO’S WHO in the CAST

TIM SHEA (Doug, Mr. Spencer, Ensemble, u/s Ned). Tour: Rock of Ages. Regional: White Christ- mas, Best Little Whorehouse…, Evita. Phillips Ex- erter Academy and NYU. Thanks to TKO, Tara Rub- in Casting and family for their love and support. timshea.me.

JESSE SPARKS (Swing, u/s Zack, Mason, Bil- ly). Born a NYC rocker, Jesse grew up attending concerts and listening to all genres of music. Jesse started lessons at age 6, quickly finding his passion for electric guitar!

JONATHON TIMPANELLI (Stanley, Mr. Wil- liams, Ensemble, u/s Dewey). National Tour debut! Some credits: Finding Nemo The Musical (Bloat), Rock Of Ages (Lonny), Spelling Bee (Barféé), Peter and the Starcatcher (Smeé). Huge thanks to family, friends, and my crazy cat lady!

CAMERON TRUEBLOOD (Freddy). Born in L.A., long-time drummer Cameron is honored to join the SoR cast! Love and gratitude to mom, dad, brothers (Dylan, Mason and Ethan), Tonya, Aaron and Tara Rubin Casting.

GABRIELLA UHL (Sophie, u/s Tomika, Marcy, Shonelle). From Cornwall, N.Y., and excited and thankful for this national tour debut “in the band!” “Thanks to my family, my voice coach Ilene Reid, and everyone who’s supported this adventure.

HERNANDO UMANA (Theo, u/s Ned). Pumped to join the band directly from the Broadway company of Kinky Boots as the “In This Corner” Angel. Love to family, chosen family, teachers and every- one at CTG. Follow @hernandoumana.

ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER (Composer). When Sunset Boulevard joined School of Rock, Cats and The Phantom of the Opera on Broadway in February 2017, Andrew Lloyd Webber became the only person to equal the record set in 1953 by Rodgers and Hammerstein with four Broadway shows running concurrently. Other musicals he has composed include Aspects of Love, Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat, Jesus Christ Superstar, Evita and Love Never Dies. He has co-produced his own shows including Cats and The Phantom of the Opera, and as a solo producer he has presented the groundbreaking Bombay Dreams which introduced the double Oscar-winning Bolly- wood composer AR Rahman to the Western stage. He owns seven West End theaters, including the Theatre Royal Drury Lane, the Palladium and most recently the St James, which provided a unique London home for new musicals in development. He is passionate about the importance of music in education, and the Andrew Lloyd Webber Foundation has become one of Britain’s leading charities supporting the arts and music. In 2016, the foundation funded a major new national initiative which endowed the American Theatre Wing with a $1.3 million, three-year grant to support theater education opportunities for under-served young people and public schools across the U.S. His awards, both as composer and producer, include seven Tonys, seven Oliviers, a Golden Globe, an Oscar, the Premiump Imperiala, the Richard Rodgers Award for Excellence in Mu- sical Theatre, a BASCA Fellowship, the Kennedy Center Honor and a Grammy for Best Contempo- rary Classical Composition for Requiem, his setting of the Latin Requiem mass which contains one of his best known compositions, Pie Jesu. He was knighted by Her Majesty The Queen in 1992 and created an honorary member of the House of Lords in 1997.


JULIAN FELLOWES (Book Writer) received a Tony nomination for his work on School of Rock— The Musical. He is the creator, sole writer and exec- utive producer of the worldwide hit series “Down- ton Abbey,” which has received 69 Emmy Award nominations, winning 15, including two awards for Fellowes. Broadway: Mary Poppins (Drama Desk nominee, Best Book). Film writing credits: Gosford Park (Academy Award winner, Original Screenplay), Vanity Fair, Piccadilly Jim, Sepa- rate Lies (National Board of Review Directorial
WHO’S WHO in the CAST


LAURENCE CONNOR (Director). Directorial credits: Les Misérables (Broadway, U.K. and U.S. tours), Miss Saigon (London), Jesus Christ Superstar (U.K., U.S. and Australian arena tour, cinema streaming worldwide and DVD release), the entirely new stage production of The Phantom of the Opera (U.S. and U.K.), Oliver! (U.K. tour) and Miss Saigon (U.K. tour and worldwide). Laurence directed the 25th anniversary concert of The Phantom of the Opera at the Royal Albert Hall and the 25th anniversary concert of Les Misérables at the O2 in London, both broadcast in cinemas worldwide and released on DVD. Laurence has also been associated with the London productions of The Phantom of the Opera (Her Majesty’s Theatre), Oliver! (Drury Lane), The King and I (London Palladium) and A Slice of Saturday Night (Liverpool Empire).


JOHN RIGBY (Music Supervisor). As a musical supervisor, his credits include The Phantom of the Opera (U.K. and U.S. tours), School of Rock (London), Miss Saigon (London), Jesus Christ Superstar (world arena tour). As a symphony conductor, John continually works with the U.K.’s leading orchestras and has been awarded an honorary doctorate for his services to conducting and musical theater.

ANNA LOUIZOS (Scenic & Costume Designer). Tony Award nominations: The Mystery of Edwin Drood, In the Heights and High Fidelity. Other original Broadway designs: Dames at Sea, Honeymoon in Vegas, It Shoulda Been You, Rodgers + Hammerstein’s Cinderella, Avenue Q, The Performers, Irving Berlin’s White Christmas, Curtains, Baby It’s You!, All About Me, To Be Or Not to Be, Steel Magnolias, Golda’s Balcony. Off-Broadway/regional: Just Jim Dale, Sons of the Prophet, The Foreigner, Speech and Debate, Crimes of the Heart (Roundabout); world premieres of Altar Boyz (NWS) and Jonathan Larson’s tick, tick...BOOM! (Jane Street); Goodspeed Musicals; Second Stage; MTC; Dallas Theater Center; Primary Stages; 5th Avenue Theatre. New York City Center Encores! 2014–15 season. Founder of Broadway Design Exchange, an online market for theatrical treasures. broadwaydesignexchange.com.

NATASHA KATZ (Lighting Designer) is a New York-based lighting designer who has had the pleasure to work throughout the world. Recent Broadway credits include An American in Paris (Tony Award), Skylight, Gigi, The Glass Menagerie (Tony Award), Aladdin, Once (Tony Award), Motown, Follies, The Coast of Utopia: Salvage (Tony Award), Aida (Tony Award), Twelfth Night and Beauty and the Beast. She recently designed The Iceman Cometh at BAM and the Goodman Theatre. Her varied career has led her to design lighting for all aspects of entertainment, including dance and opera companies, concerts, international theaters, regional theaters, Off-Broadway, Las Vegas, TV and permanent lighting installations.

MICK POTTER (Sound Designer) has designed more than 100 productions worldwide including these West End and Broadway musicals: Saturday Night Fever, Bombay Dreams, The Woman in White, Zorro, The Wizard of Oz, Sister Act, Evita, Love Never Dies, The Phantom of the Opera, Les Misérables, Betty Blue Eyes, From Here to Eternity, Miss Saigon. Awards include an Olivier for The Woman in White London 2005, a Parnelli Award for The Phantom of the Opera Las Vegas 2006, a Green Room Award for Love Never Dies Australia 2011, a Tony nomination for Les Misérables on Broadway 2014, a Helpmann Award for Les Misérables in Australia 2015.
WHO’S WHO in the CAST


MARTYN AXE (Music Director) is very happy to be touring with the youngest and best rock band in America. Thanks to John, David and the team. Love as always to Sienna.


ALLIED TOURING (Tour Marketing & Press) is a full-service engagement management agency representing Broadway tours and other live touring events across North America. Current tours: Bat Out of Hell; The Book of Mormon; Roald Dahl’s Charlie and the Chocolate Factory; Rodgers & Hammerstein’s Cinderella; Elf The Musical; Hello, Dolly!; Kinky Boots; The Play That Goes Wrong; Rent; School of Rock; Something Rotten!; and Irving Berlin’s White Christmas. Upcoming tours: Bandstand, The Lightning Thief, Mean Girls, Rock of Ages and SpongeBob SquarePants.

THE BOOKING GROUP (Tour Direction) (TBG) has represented 24 Tony Award-winning Best Musicals and Plays since its inception in 1996. In addition to School of Rock, TBG also currently represents the touring productions of An American in Paris; Anastasia; The Book of Mormon; The Color Purple; Come from Away; The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time; Dear Evan Hansen; Escape to Margaritaville; Fiddler on the Roof; Finding Neverland; Fun Home; Groundhog Day; Hello, Dolly!; The Humans; On Your Feet!; The Play That Goes Wrong; Something Rotten!; Waitress; and Hamilton.

TROIKA ENTERTAINMENT LLC (Tour Management) has been an innovator in touring musical theater productions for over two decades, producing shows throughout North, Central and South America; Europe; and Asia. Additionally, the company is experienced in casino and leisure markets. Current and upcoming productions include Love Never Dies, On Your Feet!, School of Rock, Kinky Boots and Cats. With strong ties to the Broadway community, Troika prides itself on delivering top quality productions to audiences worldwide. Please visit us at troika.com.

BRIAN SCHRADER (General Manager) is in his fifth season with Troika Entertainment. Current tours: The Bodyguard (first nat’l), The Color Purple, School of Rock (first nat’l). Previous tours as Associate GM: An American in Paris (first nat’l), 42nd Street, Annie (U.S., Jakarta, Singapore), Dancing Pros Live, Bring It On (U.S., Japan), Ghost (first nat’l), Mike Tyson: Undisputed Truth, Priscilla Queen of the Desert (first nat’l), West Side Story, Catch Me If You Can (first nat’l). Previously, he served as Company/Production Manager for one of Louisiana’s largest non-profit arts organizations. Graduate of Loyola University New Orleans with a degree in theater arts and business administration. Member ATPAM.
WHO’S WHO in the CAST


LARRY SMIGLEWSKI (Production Stage Manager). Tours: White Christmas, The Sound of Music (Chinese national tour). Recent regional: The Little Mermaid, Mamma Mia!, The Wizard of Oz; (The Muny); The King and I (Dallas Summer Musicals); Ragtime on Ellis Island. Off-B’way: Sex Tips…, Cagney. Always for Nettie and Smigs!


ABBY L. POWERS (Assistant Stage Manager). Having worked as a performer, stagehand, choreographer and stage manager, favorite credits include Cinderella, Cats, 42nd Street, West Side Story, Fiddler on the Roof, Ghost, Annie and Joseph and the…Dreamcoat. “Thanks, Mom and Dad for these traveling tootsies!”

NEURO TOUR (Physical Therapy) provides performing arts physical therapy and is honored to be part of School of Rock. Neuro has provided back-stage treatment to more than 80 musical theater productions including Broadway: The Lion King, Hedwig and the Angry Inch; Off-Broadway: Stomp!, Sleep No More; Tours: Movin’ Out, Billy Elliot, War Horse; Concert: U2, P!nk and Katy Perry.

THE REALLY USEFUL GROUP (Producer) is Andrew Lloyd Webber’s theater-producing and rights-licensing company and controls the theatrical rights for all of Andrew’s works, including The Phantom of the Opera, Cats, Jesus Christ Superstar, Evita and Sunset Boulevard. The Really Useful Group reached more than 20 million people across the globe last year from live theater and concert audiences, cinema goers, television viewers and music fans to social media and art lovers. In 2015, the Really Useful Group continues to work across film, television and theater as it produces and develops new projects and partnerships worldwide alongside its ongoing work in education, amateur licensing and music publishing.

WARNER MUSIC GROUP (Producer). Beyond producing, Warner Music Group’s involvement with School of Rock includes the release of the cast album via Warner Bros. Records. With its broad roster of new stars and legendary artists, Warner Music Group is home to a collection of the best-known record labels in the music industry, including Asylum, Atlantic, Big Beat, East West, Elektra, Erato, Fueled by Ramen, Nonesuch, Parlophone, Reprise, Rhino, Roadrunner, Sire, Warner Bros. Warner Classics, Warner Music Nashville and Word, as well as Warner/Chappell Music, one of the world’s leading music publishers, with a catalog of more than one million copyrights worldwide.

ACCESS INDUSTRIES (Producer) is a privately held industrial group with longterm holdings worldwide. Founded in 1986 by Len Blavatnik, an American entrepreneur and philanthropist, Access focuses on four key sectors: natural resources and chemicals, media and telecommunications, real estate, and technology and e-commerce. Its media and entertainment holdings include Warner Music Group and AI Film. Access entities have supported numerous film and theatrical productions over the years, including Hamilton and Finding Neverland and the Public Theater. accessindustries.com.

THE SHUBERT ORGANIZATION (Producer) has produced and co-produced hundreds of Broadway plays and musicals, including Cats, Dreamgirls, Sunday in the Park with George, The Life and Times of Nicholas Nickleby, Hugh Jackman: Back on Broadway, Once, The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time, Hedwig and the Angry Inch, The Gin Game and King Charles III. Under the leadership of Philip J. Smith, Chairman, and Robert E. Wankel, President, the Shubert Organization owns and operates 17 historic Broadway theaters and six Off-Broadway venues.

NEDERLANDER PRESENTATIONS, INC. (Producer) is a producing company under the leadership of James L. Nederlander. The company operates a chain of legitimate theaters including the Brooks Atkinson, Gershwin, Lunt-Fontanne, Marquis, Minskoff, Nederlander, Neil Simon, Palace and Richard Rodgers on Broadway, and many landmark venues around the world from Los Angeles to London. Recent credits include the all new Broadway production of Cats, An American in Paris and On Your Feet!—The Story of Emilio & Gloria Estefan.
BESPOKE THEATRICALS (Executive Producer). Partners Amy Jacobs and Devin Keudell manage Broadway musicals, plays and tours. Current/recent productions include The Play That Goes Wrong, Groundhog Day, Present Laughter, Cirque du Soleil’s Paramour, Cats, The Curious Incident… (Broadway/tour). The Color Purple and Something Rotten! General Managers in the firm include Nathan Gehan, David Roth and Danielle Saks.

MADELEINE LLOYD WEBBER (Executive Producer) chased the stage rights of School of Rock from 2006 after watching the film with her children, finally landing them in 2012. She fell in love with the film, finding it hilarious, charming and above all, very touching. The film’s celebration of the transforming power of music on young people was very close to her heart. She is proud to be a trustee of the Andrew Lloyd Webber Program, which promises every child an entitlement to study a musical instrument on entry to school, as well as tuition and the opportunity to play and perform as part of ensemble or orchestra groups. Nearly 3,000 children are now part of that program. She is a director of Really Useful Group and Really Useful Theatres.

PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
Production Stage Manager...........Larry Smiglewski
Stage Manager ......................Amanda Kosack
Assistant Stage Manager ..........Abby L. Powers
Associate Director .......................David Ruttura
Dance Captain ......................Christopher DeAngelis
Assistant Dance Captain ..............Kara Haller
Associate Scenic Designer ..............Jeremy W. Foil
Associate Costume Designer ..............Lisa Zinni
Assistant Costume Designers ............Abigail Hahn,
Amanda Jenks
Associate Hair Designer ................Sarah Levine
Associate Lighting Designer ...........Ed McCarthy
Moving Light Programmer ..............Alex Fogel
Associate Sound Designer ............Adam Fisher
Production Electrician .................Jeremy Lane
Production Sound Supervisor ...........Colle Bustin,
Josh Hummel
Production Props .................Corey Kloos
Head Carpenter .......................Sean Sacco
Assistant Carp—Flyman .................Graham Stuart
Assistant Carp—Automation ..........Jared Brackett
Assistant Carpenter—Deck ..........Sam Weaver
Head Electrician ...........Adam Lansing
Assistant Electrician ............Brandi Fucci
FOH Light Operator ..............Jes Halm
Head Audio .................Michael Skladel
Assistant Audio .................Cory Raynor
Assistant Audio ..............Daniel Bria
Head Properties ..........Danielle Suhr
Assistant Properties ...........Laura Chote
Wardrobe Supervisor ............Lisa Isley
Assistant Wardrobe ..........Kaitlyn Day
Hair Supervisor ..............Lily Volle
SDCF Observer ...........Maggie Monihan
Vocal Coaches ........Fiona Grace McDougall,
Chelsea Calder
Physical Therapy .................Neurosport
Medical Director ............Craig E. Weil, MD
Production Photography ..........Matthew Murphy
Digital Marketing ............The Really Useful Group
Accountant .......Troika Entertainment
Travel Agent ....................Road Rebel
Merchandising ..........Platypus Productions, LLC
Children’s Services ..........InSite Education
Head Tutor ............Bethany Hagen
Head Guardian ..........Melody Harnish
Tutors/Wranglers ..........Andrew Lundquist,
Kristin Nocero
Team Costumes ..........Courtney Inzarry,
Kaitlyn Day, Holly McCaffrey
Housing Services ............Road Rebel
FOR TROIKA ENTERTAINMENT
Chief Executive Officer ................. Randall A. Buck
Chief Operating Officer ................. Angela Rowles
Executive Vice President, Production ....... Kori Prior
Executive Vice President, Marketing ....... Amy Katz
General Managers ...... Karen Berry, Brian Schrader
Assistant General Manager .............. James Carey
Assistant to the
General Manager .......... Madeline M. McCluskey
Production Manager ................. Anna E. Bate, Gregg Damanti
Technical Director ................. Dave Burch
Production Coordinator .......... Nathaniel Vilandre
Booking Manager ..................... Doria Montfort
Financial Controller ............... Nikel Davis
Budgeting & Forecasting Manager ........ George Lamberty
Senior Accountant .......... Lourdes Castillo
Staff Accountant ................. Marite Espinoza
Accounting Clerk .................. Electra Walker
Costume Shop Administrator ........ Alison M. Smith
Warehouse Manager ............. Scott Garrish

THE REALLY USEFUL GROUP
President ................................. Jessica Koravos
Vice President of Production ............. Tim Leist
Marketing & Comms. Director ............ Phil Day
Music Manager ...................... David Wilson
EA to Andrew Lloyd Webber .......... Jan Eade
Executive Producer
for North America ...................... Ken Davenport

Andrew Lloyd Webber would like to thank
Rob Cavallo for his fantastic input into our
work with his L.A. rock musicians.

MUSIC CREDITS
All music by Andrew Lloyd Webber
and lyrics by Glenn Slater, except:
“The Queen of the Night” by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. “You’re in the Band” by Andrew Lloyd
Webber and Glenn Slater with quotes from Ritchie Blackmore, Ian Gillan, Roger Glover, Jon Lord,
Ian Anderson Paice, Lou Reed and Ludwig Van Beethoven. “In the End of Time” by Jack Black and
Warren Fitzgerald. “Math Is a Wonderful Thing” by Jack Black and Mike White. “School of Rock” by
Mike White and Sammy James Jr. “Amazing Grace” by John Newton. “Edge of Seventeen” by Stephanie
Nicks, with kind permission.

Scenery and automation by Show Motion, Milford,
CT. Props and additional fabrication by TTS Studios,
Charleston, SC and Daedalus Productions, Brooklyn,
NY. Custom props by Gerard Studios. Desks by
Tom Carroll Scenery. Lighting equipment provided
by PRG, Secaucus, NJ. Audio equipment by sound
Associates, Yonkers, NY. Music equipment furnished
by Jonas Music, Indianapolis, IN. Custom Knit wear
by Marian Grealish. Tailoring by Gilberto Designs.
Specialty Costumes executed by John Kristiansen

New York. Custom Shirts by CEGO.

School of Rock rehearsed at Carroll Music, Inc.
SchoolOfRockTheMusical.com

The actors and stage managers employed in this pro-
duction are members of Actors’ Equity Association, the
union of professional actors and stage managers in
the United States.

The musicians employed in this production are mem-
ers of the American Federation of Musicians.

United Scenic Artists represents the designers and sce-
nic painters for the American Theatre.

All stage work performed by employees represented by
the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees
(or I.A.T.S.E.).

This production is produced by members of The Broad-
way League in collaboration with our professional
union-represented employees.
The Spellbinding Sequel To
The Phantom of the Opera

Andrew Lloyd Webber’s
Love Never Dies

The Phantom Returns

Tickets on Sale Now!
OCTOBER 9-14, 2018
WHARTONCENTER.COM • 1-800-WHARTON
Broadway at Wharton Center
Supported by MSU Federal Credit Union

East Lansing engagement is welcomed by Grewal Law PLLC.
MOMIX: OPUS CACTUS

OCTOBER 21
6:30 PM

whartoncenter.com
1-800-WHARTON

Sponsored by MSU Federal Credit Union.
Media Sponsor Michigan Radio.
WHARTON CIRCLE

Wharton Center gratefully recognizes our Circle Members for their philanthropic contribution to Wharton Center’s general fund. Donations are used each season to support operating expenses not covered through ticket sales.

BENEFACTORS CIRCLE ($100,000 & above)
** MSU Federal Credit Union *Prophe
** Proctor & Gamble

PRODUCERS CIRCLE ($50,000 & above)
** Delta Dental of Michigan

DIRECTORS CIRCLE ($25,000 & above)
Farm Bureau Insurance
Jackson National Life Insurance Company
Michigan Council for Arts and Cultural Affairs
and National Endowment for the Arts *Disney

EMERALD CIRCLE ($10,000 & above)
** Ethel & John Anthony *Linda K. Arens *Dennis & Donna Blue *Frank & Sharon Bustamante *April M. Clobes & Glen F. Brough *Sheri & Stephen Constantin
** Jack & Susan Davis *Dr. James G. & Susan K. Herman

Businesses
Anonymous
Ingham County and the Arts Council of Greater Lansing
Auto-Owners Insurance
The Christman Company
The Doctors Company *Grewal Law PLLC *McLaren Greater Lansing
** Retailers Insurance Company *Wharton Center Gift Shop

RUBY CIRCLE ($7,500 & above)
Ken & Sandy Beall
Todd Maneval
Melissa & Dan McCance
P. Chad & Rebecca Myers *Dr. E. James & Geri Potchen

SAPPHIRE CIRCLE ($5,000 & above)
Gerald & Jean Aben *Sally & Ralph Beebe *Richard & Susan Bingham

Contribution to Wharton Center's general fund. Donations are used each season to support operating expenses not covered through ticket sales.

John & Marie Black
** Corie & Michael Costello *David & Constance Donovan *Carol & Ronald Dooley *Mohamed Elhability, MD, FACS & Rania Zagho
Dr. Hiram & Dolores Fitzgerald
Barbara B. Free
** Phillip & Nancy Harns *Nancy & Mark Hollis *Dr. Ronald N. & Carol R. Horowitz *Charlene Lazette
Susan & Gregory Lyman
** Susan & Michael Maasberg
Dr. Douglas & Mrs. Arlene Ruben
Dr. Lawrence & Mrs. Arlene Sierra
** Eloy J. Trevino
Clifton & Dolores Wharton
Jeff D. Williams & Joy M. Whitten
** Susan & Kenneth Wisser
Joan E. Wright, MPH, Ph.D.

Businesses
Anonymous
** AF Group
The Centennial Group
** Clark Trombley Randers Consulting Engineers
Rick’s American Cafe/Harrison Road
Robertson/Beggars Banquet
Foster, Swift, Collins, & Smith, P.C.
** Gillespie Group
Granger
Gannett Foundation/LSUHartville
** Mayberry Homes
* The Michigan Department of Education
Office of Special Education
Oral Surgery Associates of Lansing
Palmer, Bush & Jensen Family
Funeral Homes
** Paramount Gourmet Coffee
PNC Bank
Portnoff & Tu DDS, PC
Tri-Star Trust Bank
** Warner Norcross + Judd LLP

GARNET CIRCLE ($3,750 & above)
Janet Allman-Trumbull, Ph.D. & George T. Trumbull *Donna & Bobby Barker *Scott R. & Lynne M. Burnett
** Lynnette & Robert Davison *Robin & Sharron Frucci *Melody & Frederick Hasselback *Victoria & Kevin Kell
** Katherine & George Noiroit
Susan Palac
** Scott & Stacey Schabel

Diane & James Shaheen
Karen E. Spak & Dale K. Howe *Gary L. Stone
Mary & Arthur Sundeen
** Christine & Michael Swords Helen & Robert Ward
Dr. & Mrs. James Zito

Businesses
** Arts Midwest Touring Fund
** BZEMS Group at Merrill Lynch
** Plante Moran, PLLC
** Wharton Center Inner Circle

DIAMOND CIRCLE ($2,500 & above)
Anonymous
** Dr. Beth Alexander
** Alyse & David Anderson
** Dr. James Bader & Merri Van Dyke
** Laurie & Lawrence Bas
Bob & Tami Bauer
** Thomas & David Block-Easterner
** Michele Bourtwell
** Peggy & Mike Brand
** Carol Brannan
** John & Martha Brick
** Suzanne & Bruce Caltrider
** Barry J. Carr
** Dr. Paul H. & Carol B. Conn
** DeDe & Rick Coy
** James & Patricia Croom
** Eileen Ellis
** Sandy & Gary Evans
Judith & Sam Eyde *Drs. Jodi S. Flanders & James H. Deering
** Gloria & Robert Floden
** Erin Frisch & Andrew Hagan
** Matthew Frisch & Family
** Betty Gaddato
** Nancy Gibbons
** Dr. Charles & Marjorie Gliozzo
** Alan D. Godfrey
** Dawn Ann Gribben
** Sally & Jeffrey Harrod
** Dave Havilla & Karen Bush Havilla
** Donald & Jan Hines
** Patty & John Hollembeck
** Mark & Marcia Hooper
** James & Rosalie Huber
** Bob Hughes & Dianne Sheppard
** Teri & William Hull
** Laurie & Thomas Hult
** Mr. Stuart P. Jeffares & Dr. Kim Coleman
** Cheryl & Samuel Knox
** Barbara & Thomas Kovachic
** Jackie & Bill Lack
** Jane & David Ledebur
** Don LeDuc & Susan Coley
** Vivian Leung & James Wye

* New Donor
** Donors who have increased support to new membership levels.
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Donors since our 1982-83 Opening Season appear in boldface.
Georgia Markakis
Melanie & Benjamin McGuire
Marvin McKinney
Margaret F. Metzger
Marianne Miller
** James M. & Sue O. Miller
David & Karen Noe
Marilyn & George Nugent
** Vincent & Nicole Nystrom
Brad & Barbara J. Oyer
Mr. & Mrs. James D. Parish
Lori Shader-Patterson & Ronan Patterson
** Mr. Dennis J. & Mrs. Debra L. Perry
Drs. William & Linda Peterson
** Mary Beth & John Pirich
Mary & Edgar Ploor
** Victor Rauch & Ellen DeRosia
** Gary Reetz & Barb Stone Reetz
Nancy & Mitchell Rinek
** Julie & Rolland Scheels
Ronald & Mary Simon
** Mary & Jay Smith
Harvey & Barbara Sparks
Michael A. & Lynn D. Tanner
Dr. Thomas & Teresa Tarn
Frank & Avril Tegge
Sharon & Russell Thornton, II
** Bruce & Beverly VandenBerg
Christine & Jeffrey West
** Brian & Denise Williams
Milo Woodard
William Woodbury &
Jody Young-Woodbury
Judith A & Dr Paul M Zacc
Lyn Donaldson Zynda

** Businesses
Brogan, Reed, Van Gorder & Associates/
Ohio National Financial Services
Comerica Foundation
Comprehensive Psychological Services, P.C.

** Coral Gables Restaurant
Edge Partnerships
Foresight Group, Inc.
Governmental Consultant Services, Inc.
Heat’n Sweep
Honigman Miller Schwartz & Cohn LLP
Karyn’s Dance Place, Inc.
L.O. Eye Care
Lansing Board of Water & Light
Marketing Resource Group
Mercantile Bank of Michigan
Michigan State Medical Society
Piper & Gold Public Relations
PreAssurance Casualty Company
Richmond Brothers
SuttonAdvisors, PLC
TechSmith Corporation
Wolverine Development Corporation

** CRYSTAL CIRCLE ($1,500 & above)
Anonymous
Virginia P. & Bruce T. Allen
Carol & Michael Anderson
Sharon & Bruce Ashley
Lynn & Michael Atkins
Dr. Steven & Mrs. Janise Aubry
*** Susan & Scott Baldwin
** Scott & Amy Basel
Margie & Kenneth Bauer
** Kristina & Norman Beauchamp
Leslie M. Behm
** Robert F. & Cheryl L. Best
Nancy & Monty Bieber
** Judith & Stuart Birn
Linda & James Bissell
** Drs. David & Diane Boes
Charles & Kathleen Bonneau
Cara A. Boucher
** Diane M. & Brian W. Brady
David & Patricia Brogan
** Greg & Chrisie Brogan
Virginia & Kenneth Brooks
** David B. Brower
Rhonda & Michael Bueche
** Theresa & Joseph Butcher
Jeanne Cargill
** Drs. Chu-Hsiang Chang & Russell Johnson
Eleanor Chapin
Sue & Mark Chatterley
Gerry Lynne & Tom Chirgwin
** Matthew & Jessica Christensen
Shannon & Matthew Cohen
** Wendy & Eric Cook
Elaine V. Cowen
David & Michelle Dart
Dr. Christina D. Difonzo
Lauri & Kevin Draggo
Judith & Douglas Drake
Judith Dunn
Sharon Ellis & Mark Henne
* Eileen & Keith Evans
Judith & Michael Flintoff
** Gretchen & John Forsyth
Halen K. & Charles J. Foster
** Van & Marci Fox
Janet & Richard Fullmer
Mary Lou & Roland Gifford
Jay Gillotte
** Dale & Susan Glynn
Glenn & Trish Granger
Pamela L. Gray
Mr. & Mrs. John O. Grettenberger
Mark & June Haas
Debra J. Hahn
** Cindy Hales
Joyce & Dennis Haner
Vanessa & Steve Hawkins
** Dale & Mary Harpstead
** Cynthia & Patrick Harrington
Lawrence & Mary Hennessey
Eric & Kristie Hewitt
Bob & Michelle Hill
Barbara & Jerome Hubbuch
** Brian Huggler & Ken Ross
Jon P. Humiston
Dr. Julie A. Dodds & William Humphrey
Karina & Mark Jaeger
Dr. Michael & Wendy James
Dr. Rafael Javier & Dr. Mary P. Sharp
Dr. Tom M. & Jane S. Johnson
* Timothy J. Johnson
Reverend James & Jean Kocher
Stephanie & Peter Kramer
Elaine Kritselis & Nicholas Kritselis
** Cathy & Craig Lazar
** Mike & Sue Leffler
James Levande
Kathryn E. Lindahl
Donald Loding & Sharon Watson
* Beth Lundy
** Katrina & Larry Mackley
** Dena & Michael Markley
Audrey Martin
Van & Sharon Martin
** Pamela & Joseph Mauro
Maria & James McEwry
Mara McGill
Drs. Carleen McGreal &
William Kerry Miller
Judge David & Nancy McKeague
Richard D. McLellan, J.D.
Barbara D. McMillan
Richard & Susan Mermelstein
* Carleen & Russell Meska
Ron McNeill & Kathi Mikalka
David & Jill Mittleman
Dr. Thomas K. & Sheila T. Moore
Michael & Betty Moore
C.A. & T.A. Moyebrailian
Beth Mueller
Robert & Nancy Muhlbach
Richard & Sonja Murdock
Barbara & Stephen Musselman
David & Marilyn Nussdorfer
Donna & Gerald Oade
Mary Lou O’Connell
Dr. J. Keith & Helen Ostien
* W. Spencer Parshall
** Jon-Jay & Ross Pechta
Drs. Chris & Debra Peterson
Gay & Dwight Peterson
** Rodney & Therese Poland
Brenda & Stephen Ramsby
Mark Reckase
* Karry & John Roberts
Albert Ross & Lori Jungbluth-Ross
Anne Kelly-Rowley & Jerry Rowley
** Marcia & David Ryszkat
Kay & Chuck Sargent
Zelda Seidenberg
** Susan & James Setas
* C. Edward Sherry
Dr. S. Paul Singh
Kathryn & Scott Smith
* Dan & Jean Snyder
Kathleen M. Soltow
** Brian & Cindy Sommer
Rich & Trish Steffens
Lanette Stevens & Roger Brooks
Sandra C. & Noel W. Struckman
Lori & Rich Studley
Dr. Dennis J. & Mary Dawn Sullivan
Lisa L. Swem & Elizabeth A. Hoger
Joni & John Szykiewl

Donors since our 1982-83 Opening Season
appear in boldface.
**PLATINUM CIRCLE ($1,000 & above)**

- **Michael L. Thomson**
- **Susan & Jack Townsend**
- **Lynne & Ted VanDeventer**
- **Merrilyn C. Vaughn-Hoffman**
- **Harry Vauple**
- **John Wailes**
- **Timothy Walling & Bobette Maranrete-Walling**
- **Brian Walta**
- **Richard D. Weinartner**
- **James White & Martha Shortlidge White**
- **Patty Wieber**
- **Laura & Roger Wilkinson**
- **Carolyn & John Willoughby**
  - **George W. Winchell**
  - **Joan & Richard Witter**
  - **Linda & Michael Woodrow**
  - **Andrea L. Wulf**
  - **John A. & Judy A. Wurzler**
  - **Thomas Yaksich**
  - **Jerry Zimmerman**
  - **Rhonda & David Zimmerman**

**Businesses**

- **Lansing Institute of Behavioral Medicine**
- **Set Seg Insurance Services Agency**

**WHARTON CIRCLE ($1,000 & above)**

- **Anonymous**
  - **Norman Ables**
  - **Becky & Brian Acheson**
  - **Mary Anne Adams**
  - **Richard & Dawn Adams**
  - **Larry Alber & Patricia White**
  - **Karri A. Allen**
  - **William & Emily Anderson**
  - **Jill M. Andringa**
  - **David Arend & Telka Arend-Ritter**
  - **Michael & Lisa Ash**
  - **Robert & Lorna Ashley**
  - **The Honorable Laura L. Baird & George Zulakis**
  - **Dr. & Mrs. John A. Baker, III**
  - **Jill Baker**
  - **David Balas & James Sellman**
  - **Jana & Tyler Baldwin**
  - **Deborah & Clark Ballard**
  - **Greg & Michele Ballein**
  - **Joyce M. Banish**
  - **Bob Bao**
  - **Lorie Seitz-Barbieri & Charles E. Barbieri**
  - **Patricia Lloyd Barnas & John Barnas**
  - **Lawrence A. Barnes**
  - **Drs. Patricia Barnes-McConnell & David McConnell**
  - **Donald & Neil Baron**
  - **Andrew & Lisa Barrone**
  - **Gregory & Lisa Basore**
  - **Christine & Timothy Battle**
  - **Joan Bauer**
  - **Jacob Beningo**
  - **Susan & Vincent Benivegna**
  - **Dana & Richard Bennett**
  - **David & Mindy Berridge**
  - **Jennifer & David Bertram**
  - **Monique & Roy Bierwirth**
  - **Dr. & Mrs. Charles H. Bill, II**
  - **Brad B. Bivens**
  - **Daniele & William Bivens**
  - **Dr. Charles Blackman**
  - **Jason & Daniele Blanchard**
  - **Dr. Paul & Lisa Blanchard**
  - **Michael & Nancy Bobinski**
  - **Carolyn & Bob Boger**
  - **Candycy L. Boyd**
  - **Kristin & Russell Bradley**
  - **Susy & Howard Bradshaw**
  - **Phil & Vicky Branstetter**
  - **Anita & Mark Brett**
  - **Dr. John C. & Susan H. Brewster**
  - **Dr. Daniel A. & Leona B. Bronstein**
  - **Angela & Gregory Brown**
  - **Peggy P. Brown**
  - **Penny & Gary Brydges**
  - **Sandra Burr**
  - **Claire Byerrum**
  - **David Byrens**
  - **Elaine & Roger Calantone**
  - **John & Irene Cantlon**
  - **Michelle & John Carlson**
  - **David & Donna Carpenter**
  - **Denise & Thomas Carr**
  - **Cindy Carson**
  - **Bradley Cassiday & Camille Jensen**
  - **Julie Cavanaugh**
  - **Patrick & Joanne Cebelak**
  - **Kathy & Dan Chamberlain**
  - **Dr. Leonard H. & Eleanor M. Charchut**
  - **Drs. Steve & Heather Charchut**
  - **Mark R. Christy**
  - **Helen & William Chynoweth**
  - **Thomas Cobb**
  - **Lori & Christopher Conner**
  - **Dr. Errikos & Maria Constant**
  - **Byron & Dee Cook**
  - **Lynn D. Cooper**
  - **Ruth & Richard Cottrell**
  - **Dr. John P. & Martha K. Courtas**
  - **Kimberly & Colin Cronin**
  - **Koula Curtis**
  - **Christy Curtler**
  - **Mike & Gloria Danek**
  - **Diana D’Angelo & Dr. Martin Hawley**
  - **Stephen W. Davey**
  - **William Davidson II & Mary M. DuChene**
  - **Ernest & Janet Delloso**
  - **Kathleen & Kenneth Deneau**
  - **Patrick & Robin Dickson**
  - **Kathleen & Thomas Dominguex**
  - **Debra & Richard Doubrava**
  - **Kelly & Erik Drake**
  - **Kathi Dunn**
  - **Julie & John DuPuis**
  - **James Dyson & Jeremy Nance**
  - **C. Kim & Janet Emery**
  - **Dr. James & Marcia Engelkies**
  - **Samuel & Tracey Epley**
  - **Susan M. Esch-Loth**
  - **Dr. Eva L. Evans**
  - **David Evjen & Megan Halpern**
  - **Robert J. & Janet Fabiano**
  - **Dale F. & Kathleen C. Feldpausch**
  - **Maureen Fitzsimmmons**
  - **Nova & William Fleming**
  - **Ron & Norene Flinn**
  - **Kris & Scott Flint**
  - **Kathy E. Fort**
  - **Joan A. Foss**
  - **Trustee Melanie & John Foster**
  - **Harry Frazek**
  - **Gregory R. Frens**
  - **Mary & Paul Galoala**
  - **Jennifer & Michael Gardner**
  - **Jennifer Garza**
  - **Carol Gatewood**
  - **Jill Gawronski**
  - **Phyllis & Richard Gibson**
  - **David A. & Debra R. Gift**
  - **Dr. & Mrs. Gary Gillespie**
  - **Scott & Sara Gillespie**
  - **Diane & John Goddeeris**
  - **Michael & Ruth Goergen**
  - **Gina & Scott Gokle**
  - **John F. Goodwin & Sheri Thelander**
  - **Karen & Norman Grannemann**
  - **David & Lorraine Green**
  - **Jean Green**
  - **Kathleen & Bruce Rowe**
  - **Margaret Griffith**
  - **Kathryn & Robert Groves**
  - **Renee & John Gulliver**
  - **Kiran & Sanjay Gupta**
  - **Dave S. Gupta**
  - **James & Elizabeth Hallan**
  - **Susan B. Hallman**
  - **Kathryn & John Hamilton**
  - **Alane & Philip Hanes**
  - **Dr. Lauren Julius Harris**
  - **Dr. Stephen B. & Karen L. Harsh**
  - **Kimberly & James Hartman**
  - **Ruth & Larry Hartwig**
  - **Jennifer Hawkins**
  - **Jan Hemenway**
  - **Susan & Michael Henderson**
  - **Mary & Roy Henley**
  - **Lisa Hildorf & Mark Castellani**
  - **Eric W. Hoffman**
  - **Kathleen & Joel Hoffman**
  - **Jacqueline & Donald Hotteck**
  - **Meegan Holland**
  - **Steven & Robin Hooks**
  - **Dr. David D. & Iris O. Horner**
  - **Anne M. House**
  - **Carrie & Maxie Jackson**
  - **Debra & William Jackson**
  - **Amy Jo Jacobson**
  - **Karen & Jerry Jennings**
  - **Sandra & Richard Johnson**
  - **Wilford & Mary Johnson**
  - **Dr. Margaret Z. & John W. Jones**
  - **Clarence S. Jones**
  - **Edwardian & Paul Jones**
  - **Goran & Mandy Jurfkovic**
WHARTON CIRCLE

* Kavita & Prashanth Kale
** Timothy & Melissa Kaltenbach
 Dr. Padmami Karna
 Dr. John E. & Jean P. Kaufmann
 David & Holly Kazyak
 Mollie Keifer
 Marylo & Arthur Kelley
** Catherine Kerschen
 Neelam Kher & Susan Molstad
* Charles Kibler
 Drs. J. James & Gloria H. Kelbso
** Marsha & Warren Kifferstein
 Jacqueline A. Killingsworth
 Daniel & Lorri King
 Judy Kleeves
 Martha & Lee Klieber
** Nancy & Thomas Klug
 Sally & Richard Knoll
 Kevin W. Kortpi
 Karen & Patrick Kozdron
* Antonia & James Kraus
 Janet & David Kuehn
 Pamela & Peter Lambopoulos
 Pat & Donald Lamison
 Dr. Ronald & Dawn Lanford
** Mary Lanneoye & Kathryn Kacynski
** Thomas & Bonnie Lawitzke
 Tammy S. Leach
* Christine & John Leedler
 Laurie Linscott & Irving Lesher, III
 Kathy & Joseph Lessard
 Suzanne J. Levy
* Mary L. Liechty
 Carl & Margaret Liedholm
** Jason Lilly & Dana Tatman-Lilly
 John & Ann Marie Lindley
 Cheryl & James Little
 Pam & Gus Luberes
** Louise W. Lorenz
* Beth & Terrence Lower
 Olin & Jan Mace
 Erdmen & Karen MacKenzie
 Ralph & Judith MacKenzie
 Clare Mackey

Ruth Magen
 Edwin & Jane Marin
 Michelle Massey
 Billi D. Mathias
* Aaron Maturen
 Gabriele Mayer & Steven Pappel
* Maddie & Jason McCormack
 Nancy & Bruce McFee
 Drs. Dennis L. & Estelle J. McGroarty
 Patrick McPharlin
 Irene M. Mead
* Pamela Mesack
* Rachel & Gregoire Michaud
** Carol & Doug Miller
 Dr. James Miller & Dr. Rebecca Lehto
 Robert D. Miller
* Richard Mills & Sheala Wing
* Suzanne Mills
 Lyle Mindlin & Julie Lafraimboise
** Dr. Brandon Minnick & Summer Minnick
 Thomas O. & Patricia M. Mitchell

* Monika Mohan & James Salliotte
 Connie Moloney
 David C. Molemaar
 Elizabeth Moore
* Kristin & Ryan Morgan
 Mike Mowery
 Dr. Benson S. & Bette J. Munger
 Timothy Nelson
* Dr. Patrick & Erika Noud
** Dr. Harold E. & Donna M. Old, Jr.
 Lizabeth & Mark Olson
 Dr. Dawn S. & Mr. Ryan B. Opel
** Eric & Sheleia Opiela
 Valerie A. Osowski
 Joseph G. & Lorraine E. Ospyczuk
 Thresa & Timothy Owen
 Bridget & John Paff
 Donald Noble & Christine Pahissen-Noble
 Ellen & Douglas Paige
 Ann E. Parker
 Richard A. & Susan E. Parterson
 Christal & Gar Pettit
 Jane & Craig Pidlich
 Dr. David J. Price & Marcie J. Alling
 Linda Putnam
 Bonnie & Dick Radway
** Alisha & Ross Ramsey
 John & Cindy Raven
* Leza Rebera
 Tom & Mary Reed
 John P. & Joanne M. Ricci
 Jeanne Eberle Richter &
 Dr. Melissa Halvorson Smith
 Nora Rifon, Ph.D
 Brenda & Kimberly Ringlever
 Vivianne & Anthony Robinson
 Margaret A. Rohman
* Marci & Stanley Rosol
** Laurie M. Rozek
 Gary Rudnicki
 Shirley & David Rumminger
 Nancy & Richard Runels
 Karen M. Salomon
 William F. & Mary L. Savage
 Dorothy Schaeff
 Marilyn & Gordon Schafer

Earl & Margarette Schmidt
 Drs. Kara & Neil Schmitt
* Jerry R. & Pamela J. Schreiner
** Stephen Schweitzer
 Mary & David Sciamanna
 Brent & Kimberley Scott
 Joan & Deb Sellers
 Margery S. & Lawrence H. Shanker
* Scott & Charlotte Sherman
 Stacy & Michael Shingles
 Dr. David A. & Ann D. Shneider
 Jeffrey B. Simbob
 Dr. Carol A. Miskell Simmons &
 Eric N. Simmons
 Martha & Richard Siovands
 Susan & James Simons
 Barbara & Karl Spolander
 Donna & Edwin Skinner
 Dr. & Mrs. David B. Smith

* Barbara Smith
 Deidre & Douglas Smith
 Jeannette & John Smith
* Richard E. Sneary
** Kimberly Snook
 Sandra E. Soifer & Paul Goldner

William & Mary Lou Somerville
** Robert & Wendi Spagnuolo
** Dr. Gordon C. & Jane M. Spink
 Dottie & James Spouta
 Karen L. Stancombe
 Glinda Starr
 Jim & Sharon Stowe
 Debra & Donald Stoner
* Robin Storm
** Jacqueline M. Stowell
** Dr. Gale M. Strasburg & Christine H. Reay
 Katie & Philip Strong
** Derek w. Strong
** John Stucko
 Rosie Swart
 Dr. Peter B. & Victoria L. Tacia
 Thomas & Ruth Tafaherro
** William & Joanne Tennant
 Stephen & Carol Terry
** Barbara J. Frey & Nicholas R. Thines
** Phyllis & Mark Thode
 Carolyn & Bob Thomas
 Drs. Michael & Suzanne Thomashow
 Diane & Paul Thompson

Dr. John E. & Trena E. Thomburg
 Teresa & Roger Thomburg
* Marcia & Michael Torrey
 Madeline Trimby & Robert Walter
* Michael Tupper
 Dr. Gregory M. & Joan M. Uirvuth
 Arthur & Barbara VanDyke
 Catherine A. Variano
 Victor & Tammera Verchereau
* Elizabeth Waichunas
 Patricia & John Wald
** JoAnn & George Walter
** William Weimer & Paula Latovich
* Jane & Clarence Weiss
** Carol M. Welch
 Darlene & Bob Wenner
 Dr. Craig & Cindy Wheeler
 Rajkumar & Richard Wiener
** Gail & Stephen Wilcox
 Sharon K. & Barrie J. Wilkes
** Robert & Catherine Wilson
** Amy J. Winans
** Margaret Wochaski
* Dr. Joan E. Wood
 Gordon & Carol Wright
 Patricia Wysoong
 Peter & Christen Yoo
 Mark J. & Andrea R. Zajac
 Dr. Mathew & Jennifer Zatkin
 Kyan & Steven Zeller
* Amanda & Kurt Zinn
** Timothy J. Zlomak & Colin E. Ohl
 Konny & Nikki Zsigo

* New Donor
** Donors who have increased support to new membership levels.

Donors since our 1982-83 Opening Season
appear in boldface.
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Businesses
B/A Florist & Plant House
Greater Lansing Convention & Visitors Bureau
Oade, Stroud & Kleinman, P.C.
Serkanian Communications
The Mansfield Family Foundation
Ultra Clean Franko Wash & Lube
Van Atta’s Greenhouse & Flower Shop
* Willis & Machnik Financial Services LLC
* Window World

GOLDEN CIRCLE ($500 & above)
Anonymous
Tina Aguuirre
** Kathryn & James Ault
** Frank Baker
Jack Baker & Robert Welch
** Shannon & Mark Beckman
* Sara & Scott Bernstein
Carol L. Besse
Paula & Roger Bjornstad
** Charles & Alan Black
Coralene & Basil Blos
** Jenny Bond
Alexis & Dennis Branoff
** Gretchen Bria
** David J. & Loretta K. Briggs
Dr. Suzanne H. E. Brouse
Edgar & Darlene Brown
** Richard & Shirley Buckmaster
** William & Cheryl Bupp
Joan Burke
Nancy & Thomas Campbell
** Marlene & David Carron
Lyle & Lois Chick
** Alexis & Gerald Clark
Barbara & James Cleland
Sarah & Steven Cook
Joy L. Costar
Nancy E. Craig
** Al Craven & Susan Nottingham
Janice A. Curry
William D. & Linda E. Dansby
** Julie E. Day
Cheree A. De Golia
** Paula & Theodore Debnar
Carol S. Demlow
Sara & Brent Dolan
Carol Doocy
Debra & Lewis Dotterer
* Matthew & Jennifer Duffield
** Jeanette M. Eastham
Stephen Esquith & Christine Worland
Mike Farrell
** Theresa A. Fedewa-Wells
J. Louise & John Findley
Mark & Stefanie Fleming
Mary & Ralph Fogwell
David & Janis Forbord
Betsy L. Francis
Maggie & Kenneth Frankland
Alice Gale & Michael Spaniola
** Theresa Gale
** Patricia Geoghegan

Joyce Gingrich
* Donald Good
** Nancy S. Gott
Shawn & Theresa Grady
* Kay & Andrew Granskog

Ruth B. Greenbaum
** Dr. Peter & Charlotte Gulick, Sr.
Celia & Igor Guru
Susan & Jonathan Hall
** Jill & Scott Henry
** Susan & Robert Hemen
James & Mayette Hicks
Carol Hill
** Susan J. Hill
Suzette & Konrad Hittner
Richard Honicky & Kathleen King
Martha & Marquis Hudson
Jack & Roberta Jacobowitz
** Sharon Jaks
Spencer & Julianne Johnson
Dr. Richard S. Johnson
Barry & Janice Johnson
** Linda Ketcham
Dr. David & Aletha Kuenstler
James D. & Karleen M. Lammers
** Drs. Peter A. & Glenda L. Lappan
** Dr. Carol B. Levin
Beverly & Charles Levy
** Melissa & James Lewis
* Janet Katherine & Bruce Lillie
Stephen & Iris Linder
Brad & April Lunsford
Lois Lynch
Michelle & John Madden
Diann Maldonado Cosme
Daniel & Tracey Malin
Roger & Carolyn Manning
** Janet & Dennis Martinich
** Christopher May & Jennifer Owen
** Dr. Colin & Sharon Mayers
Mary Mc Culloch
** Rebekah & Michael McKenney
Gavin J. Smith & Mary C. Mertz-Smith
** Nancy & Robert Metzger
* Kenneth Milne & Ellen Rasmussen Milne
** Robin & Betty Miner Swartz
Jana & John Moore
** Samantha Mucha
Patricia K. Munshaw &
Dana Munshaw Brazil
Edward & Jean Napierala
** Theodore Neff
Judith & Wayne Niles
Barbara & Kevin Nilsen
Cyni & James Oleniczak
Joan Overway
Dr. Leslie Paskie & Jeffrey Wooldridge
** Laurie & Curtis Parker
** Odile & Richard Perry
Carma Philip
** Judith Pieczynski
** Patricia Podoll
Ronalee M. Polad
Michael A. & Barbara J. Powers
Siri & David Rainone

* Erica Raymond
Helen G. Reinhart
Thomas & Susan Rippy
** Gail & John Roberts
* Barbara Robie
** Marilyn & Lowell Rohert
* Vicki & Larry Schneider
* Carleen & James Schiltz
** Kandice L. Scott
Irene M. Seahawk
David & Sheri Seaman
** Tim & Rene Shimian
Zoe P. Slate & James M. Gillespie
Linda Sowers
Brenda & James Spackman
Carol Squires
Vesna & Gordan Srlakovic
** Laura D. Stebbins
Sara & Peter Stid
** Renee J. Tierney
Ilene Tomber
Joan Travis
Stephanie & Stephen Ward
Col. Joseph L. Webster, Jr.
Barbara S. Wepman
Jefferson & Wendy Westwood
Dr. John White, Jr.
Linda & Scott Wilson
Drs. Richard & Andrea Witkowsk
* Corinne R. Wynants-Jankowski
Ken & Carole Yerrick
** Sally & James Young
Sally & Dan Zimmerman

Businesses
Maner, Costerisa & Ellis, CPA, P.C.
* Michigan Humanities Council
** Rick’s Family Barber Shop
Simplified Bookkeeping & Tax Services

SILVER CIRCLE ($250 & above)
Anonymous
Maryalice Abood
Nancy L. Abramson
Donna Ackley
** William & Nancy Adams
Edith & Bruce Allen
Sandra A. Allen
** Judith & Alex Allie
Jennifer & Matthew Allswede
David & Gloria Ambrose
Connie & Matthew Anderson
Jeanne & Jason Tippett
Kip J. Anderson
** Theodore K. & S. Joanne Anderson
** Sarah L. Anderton
Jane Andros
Dr. Joseph & Beth Anthony
Rebecca S. Armstrong
** Robert Arnold
* Mary Jo & William Anshcz
Sam M. & Mary E. Austin
Katherine K. & John R. Aylsworth
Kay Backus
Valma Bader & Richard Randolph

* New Donor
** Donors who have increased support to new membership levels.

Donors since our 1982-83 Opening Season appear in boldface.
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Carolyn & William Baird
Carol & David Baker
Suzanne C. & Samuel A. Baker
Fred Baker-Newinski
Beth Barna
Kelly Baron
Catherine Bartlett
Dale Bartlett
Kelly Bartlett
* Pamela & Paul Bartlett
** Lynn & Thomas Bartley
** Diane & Lenny Bartoszewicz
* Paula & Don Batch
** Susan Barthle & Stuart Landay

Kenneth C. Beachler
Laurie Bechhofer & Leon Purtle
* Katie & Joel Beltran
Susan Fleming Bence & James Bence
Cheryl L. Benjamin
** Jessica A. Bennett
* Andrea & John Besley
Karen & Thomas Bird
M. Bird
** Charlene Birgy
* Salita & Onew Bisette
Pamela & Donald Bishop
Diana J. Blackford
Paula Bladen
Gerald W. Blanchard
William G. Blanchard
* Larry & Ryan Fewins-Bliss
* Richard Block & Marcia Horan
* Gilbert J. Blok
Sarah Blohm
** Jane & Don Blumenthal
Lance & Angie Boldrey
* Tisa L. Bolen
Jean & Shane Bolley
Leonard Borrorn & Penny Wallace
Diane Borough
* Jeff Borton & Barbara Anderson-Borton
Karrie Bosanic
Brad Boyink
Dr. Hugh F. & Mrs. Lynn L. Brainard
* Susan L. Brand
** Kathleen & Gerald Brazil
Pamela & Jeffrey Brenner
Michael & Deborah Brenton
Allison Breuer
Anne F. Briggs
John & Sarah Briggs
Patricia & George Brookover
Arlene M. Brophy
** Julie & Ross Brower
Arlene & Daniel Brown
Jane M. Buter
Lawrence & Evelyn Burgess
Mark & Sandra Burkhart
Linda Burnard
Mark Burnham
Lawrence P. & JoAnne A. Burrill
Patricia Burnton
Sherry Byrnes
Jodie Ann Boyd Cady & Dean A. Cady
** Kristen & Shawn Calabrese
Anita Calcagno
Karen & John Caldwell
Carl A. Calille
Andrea & Doug Campbell
Anna & Dennis Campbell
Michael & Cheryl Cardamoni
Renate Carey
Carla Carleton
* Brian Carter & Michele LaFave
* Kristen Caswell & Bradley Williams
Diana M. Catallo
Debra Chamberlain
Laurie & David Chapin
Michael Chapman & Gary Lindsay
Nancy K. Chapman & Robert Karabees
* Lynette Chekan
* Delbert Chenault, Jr. & Jennifer Yared-Chenault
Kay Cherry
Cynthia & Edgar Church
Karen Ciaramella
Shelley & Ronald Cichy
Gary L. & Judy H. Clark
* Thomas L. & Jan L. Clark
Marjory L. Clay
Dr. James S. & Constance R. Close
Dr. David J. & Noel E. Closs
* Janet J. Coggins
Connie Cogswell
** David K. & Nancy A. Colflesh
* Joshua Colpoy
Rod & Jennifer Conklin
Charles H. & Judith L. Connelly
Andrew P. & Sandra D. Conner
Marion & George P. Contompasis
Mr. & Mrs. Jacob E. Cook
Jacqueline & Bruce Cook
** Margaret R. Cooke
Judy Coon
Tom & Sherry Corwin
** Darlene Costello
Carol & Howard Cousineau
* Mary & Charles Cox
Geoffrey Cradit & Joyce O'Brien-Cradit
Carol & Robert Cramer
David & Loraine Craun
Linda & Louis Cravotta
* Beth Crogan
** Peter & Karen Cronk
* Al Crooke
Vickie Crouch
** Nancy P. Cuddeback
** Mary M. Cullen
** Connie & Robert Culhum
Patricia & John Czarnecki
Anne Dufoe
Elizabeth & Douglas Dungaga
Donna & David Daly
** Heather Davidson
Don Davis
Sharon R. DeBar
Denecia Deford
William & Nancy DeFrance
Christina Schmitzer
Sherri DeMarco & Joseph Ross
Christopher Dembowski & Mary Dembowski-O’Connell
Lilia Denney
* Nathan DeWinkle
** Robert C. Dickinson
Judith & Daniel Dickinson
Deborah Diesen & Tohini Miller
Drs. Laura Dillon & Orlando Sarnelle
Dr. Nikolay Dimitrov
* Victoria & Bruce Dittmer
Ms. Terra Dodds
Eleanor Dosersan
Pamela & Thomas Dolan
** Benjamin & Kelly Dollard
Phillip Doud
Anthony & Ruth Drago
Carol & John Ducat
Stanley & Diane Dudek
Ted & Sue Duemler
Teresa & Rick DuPuis
Peter & Janice Eckel
* Melissa Eckert
* James Ecklund & Karen East
Nancy Edminster
Dr. Patricia A. Edwards
Georganne D. Ehert
** Janet & Gerald Eidt
Ellen M. Eisele
Dr. Frances E. Eikman
Corliss & Keith Eldred
* Laura & Steven Elias
* Jodie E. Emerson
Katherine & Trent English
Nancy Enslin
** Lorel & Thomas Evans
Martha E. Ewing
** Patricia A. Fackler
Beverly & Robert Fairbanks
Kimberly & Daniel Farley
Mary Farrand
Richard Ferro
* Beth Fields
* Joseph Filip
Steve & Nicky Findley
Jill & Jerome Fine
Mr. Glenn Fink
Robert C. Fink
Timothy Fisher
* Kathleen & James Fisk
Kay Fitzgerald
Mary Jane Flanagan & Grant Skomski
* Dana Fink
Edward W. & Jacqueline D. Flynn
Megan Fokkenauer
* Carolyn Foley
* MariBeth Colt & Peter Allegrina
June F. Mills
Dr. Edward & Linda Foster
Dan Fox
* Gerald C. Fox
Phyllis & Ronald Fox
Lisa & Jay Francisco
Janet & Ed Franks
** Deb Freeman
Lynda K. Freeman

New Donor
Donors who have increased support to new membership levels.
WHARTON CIRCLE

Jean & Arthur Frenz
Susan & Chris Friend
* Renee Fuller
Malinda Funk
Ruth Galas
* Jean & Gary Galia
** Jason Galicki
Laurie & James Gallagher
Deborah Galvan
Sarah & Joseph Garcia
* Jennifer & John Garcia
* Cynthia Gering & Michael James
** Olivia Ghislain
* Melissa Gibson
** Linn & Troy Gladstone
Anna Glaser-Platte & Jerry Platte
Kenneth S. & Karen B. Glickman
John & Tomoko Gnodtke
* Erik & Cheryl Goodman
** Steve & Patricia Goerin
Kathleen Gordon
* Lori & James Grace
Julia & Gerald Gracik
Dr. George & Susan Graeber
Linda K. Graesser
Delight Greenberg
Richard D. & Patricia K. Greene
Arnold Greenfield & Patricia Brown
Timothy D. Greenman
Merike Griffin
** Grovenor Grimes
Roger & Marilyn Grove
Mark & Linda Grua
** Lynda Gugel
Leta Guild
Kurt & Barbara Guter
Karen Hackett & Jana Jirak
Dr. Howard & Mrs. Joan Hagerman
Al Hakala
Lauren Hall-Tate
Donna Hamilton
Judy & William Hamilton
Patricia & Raymond Hammerschmidt
Kurt & Claire Hankenson
Thelma Hansen
Deborah L. Harrison
Theresa Harrison
Linda Harrold
William & Joan Hartwig
Drs. Mary & Lynn Harvey
Mr. & Mrs. M. D. Hastay
Charles Hathaway
Amy Havican
Sarah & Frederick Hawley
Phyllis & David Hayhurst
Tom Heasley
Kendra & Edward Heath
Sharrine Spagnuolo
** Colleen & Eric Hegg
Margo Heiden
Lynda Heinig, Cheryl R. Rusk, Oveta Heinig, Christine Heinig, Leoma Rybka
* Patrice & James Heinzman
Christine Hennessey
Dr. Richard E. & Lynn O. Hensen
Dr. Ralph E. & Patricia A. Hepp
Christopher & Tara Herald
Donna Herre
** Carol & Harry Hicks
** Tom & Michele Hile
Linda L. Hill
Donald & Helen Hillman
Marlene & Robert Hind
** Mr. & Mrs. Douglas & Marisol Hisson
Richard A. & Donna C. Hoefer
** Kathleen & Erin Hoffman
** Ann Hoisington & Dean Kimmith
Charles & Elizabeth Holcomb
** Marie & Douglas Holen
** William D. Holloway
Sharon Holzschu
Drs. Frederick L. & Barbara A. Honhart
Terri J. Hooper
** Susan Hopper
Joan & James Hornak
* Brian J. Howard
Sharon A. Hoy
Shirley & Roger Hughes
* John Hulbert
** Janet & Arden Hundy
Mary & Dan Hunt
Fayyaz Hussain
Charles Hutchins
** Christopher Inman
Elaine & Emil Jackinchuk
Michelle L. Jacobs
Pamela & Vernon Jarvis
* Susan & Brian Jennings
John Jerome & Jaye Hamilton
* Anita C. Johnson
** Colleen Johnson & Ellen Ives
Jeri Johnson
** Mary Ann Johnson
Douglas Johnston
Karen A. & Gregory A. Jonas
Debra Jones
Pamela & Gerald Jones
Nancie & Martin Jones
** William Jones
Sandra & Mark Jordan
Rebecca & Donald Jost
Dr. John W. & Nan B. Judy, Jr.
Karen Jurgenesen & Robert Parks
Arlene Jury
** Gwynne & Mark Kadofski
Michelle Kaminski & Dan Hamilton
Susan & Larry Karnes
** Deb Karsoe
Wendy & Gary Kashenider
Constance & Gus Kavalir
* Michael S. Kehoe
* April Keiser
Mary J. & Robert C. Keller
Kim & Paul Kelly
** Julie & Gary Kelterhorn
Mike & Lynda Kerns
** Timothy Kessler
Mary & Ronald Kinne
Elizabeth & James Kinsey
Margie & Boyd Kinzley
* Karen & Lee Kitson
* Heather Kleinhardt
Gaylord L. & Eileen E. Kleuckling
Stuart J. Knickerbocker
Anne & William Knox
* Laurie Kohl
** Delphine Kolacki
* Scott M. Kollmeyer
Cheryl L. Komps
Robert & Susan Korte
Kimberly & Michael Kovachick
Angelika Kraemer
Mary Krasny
Deide & Kevin Krause
** Cynthia Krauz
* Brad E. Kremers
Deborah Kress
Michael & Melanie Krohn
Joe Kunk
* Robin & Richard Kustasz
* Margaret Kyser
* Margaret A. Lamb, Ph.D.
Liz Lambers
Michael & Ellen Lander
Mary Ellen Lane
Michael & Debra Lasbrook
Marilyn Laughlin
Cleo-Rae Lavey
Rita Richardson & Thomas Law
* Lisa & John Lawitzke
Donna & Carl Lawson
Jane & Michael Laycock
Hue T. Lee
** Richard & Carol Lehman
Dr. Louis W. & Alicia J. Lessard
Diana & Steven Lett
* Thomas Lico
Robert Lipscomb
Stephanie Livingston & Andrew Elms
Dr. Gus M. & Katie E. Lo
David & Laurie Lockman
Judith & Wayne Loeschel
Doreen J. Logan
Susan Long
* Carolyn Longton
** Ronald & Judy Lott
Kathryn & Robert Lovell
* Rita Luppo
Kelly & Mary Lynch
* Elizabeth Lyons
Marguerite Mahler
Dari & Robert Mahoney
John & Maureen Malone
* Shelley Malsahn
Katharine Manginello
Michelle & John Mapes
Kallei Mapes-Hahn
Patricia Marin & John Yun
** Chrissy & Bradley Marks
Catherine & David Marr
* Lindsey Martin
** Veronica & David Matejko
Robert Mason
Maureen & Duane Mayhew
Lori McAllister

* New Donor
** Donors who have increased support to new membership levels.

Donors since our 1982-83 Opening Season appear in boldface.
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Teddi M. McAttee
David B. McCloy
Paul McCollohm
* Michael McGlynn
Theresa & James McIntyre
Jeanne McKowen
Matthew McKune
** Helen & John McLaughlin
Claudia McLaughlin
Julie McMahon
Stan & Lynn McMann
** Dr. Robin L. Miller & Dr. Miles A. McNall
Evelyn & Paul McNamara
* Judy E. McPherson
Nancy & Charles Meddaugh
* Melanie Meengs
Robert F. Mellor & Roger L. Rochowiak
Dick & Renee Merchant
Elizabeth Meurer
** Carol J. Micale
** Kathleen & Stephen Michael
Robert Michela
Dr. David W. & Alison K. Michelson
* Tazia & Renzie Milarch
Lisa & Timothy Miles
Dr. Steven Miller & Sandra Schian-Miller
Edna & Everette Miller
Jennifer Miller
Dr. Ania E. & Michael E. Miller

Dr. Shelagh Ferguson-Miller & Robert J. Miller

* Kristine & David Milligan
** Michelle & John Mitchell
* Sheree & Martin Mitchell

Tom & Laurie Mitchell

* Amy & Andrew Moeder
* Emily Mohr
David & Magdalena Moobery
** Debra & Patrick Moore
** Marie & Craig Moreland
* Andrina & Douglas Moreno
Kelly Morgan, M.D.
Laura B. Mosher
* Teri & Craig Muñih
Linda Mulder
* Lynn Munoz
Patricia & Gary Murphy
Maggie & Jacob Myers
Sharon L. Myers
Andrew & Marilyn Nathanson
Kristine & William Neale
** Connie Neese
Mary Nehls-Frumkin & Jeffery Frumkin
* John Nielsen & Naomi Gaynor Nielsen
** Robert & Carol Nelson
Henry J. & Nancy L. Nelson
Laura B. Newlin
* Emily Ng
* Irv Nichols
Denise & Bill Nielsen
Barbara Nielsen
Jessica A. Nieuwkoop & Matthew Snell
Thomas & Rosalie Nitzsche
Sally & Carlton Nogle
* Shari & James Nussdorfer
Julia & Michael O’Connor
Kathleen & Kenneth O’Hara
David & Ian O’Leary
* Allison Olivo
Zola & Stanley Olson
* Janet Oleziewski & Dennis Paradis
Eleanor E. Omofo
Dr. Ronald C. & Katherine H. O’Neill
Allison Ouellette
** Dr. Edward & Tina Ower
Kathleen & Jeffrey Padden
Robert & Kitty Padget
Connie Page & Thomas Conner
Richard Pullister & Kathleen Wight
Bruce & Maggie Papes
Louise & Lee Paquette
Kerry & Matthew Parent
Lois Park
Sharon & T.D. Park
Anne & James Parker
* Melissa & Ara Parseghian
Barbara Parsons
* Sharon & Donald Passal
Michelyn & Ernest Pasteur
Jane & Douglas Paterson
* Sandra Patterson
William & Shirley Paxton
* Sherri Pence
* Tracy Perry
* Andrew Persons
Janice & Dale Pertengill
William & Mary Pfaff
** David R. & Judy K. Pfaff
** Robin & Daniel Phillips
Gary Philpot
Jane & Harrell & Judith Pick
Andrew Pittsley
Carol Ann Pixley
** Howard A. Pizzo
DeWitt & Dixie Platt
Drs. Jacob Plotkin & Susan Schuur
Chloe E. Polzin
Richard M. Pomeroy
Rachel Pomerville
William & DeAnn Porter
** Carol Prahnisi & Flemming Mathiasen
* Susan & James Pratt
Helen J. Preston
* Janette H. Price
Laura J. Prieeb
* Tracy & John Prush
* Judy Puca
Tara & Douglas Pugmire
** Renae Pullman
** Patricia & Andrew Quinn
Aileen & Crispin Quitsos
* Marc & Deborah Rakas
Diane Rarden & Teresa House-Rarden
Cheryl & James Reed
* Sandra & Jeremy Reed
LeAnne Reed
Daniel & Lucy Reeves
* Gale A. Rennick
Diane & John Revirte
Keyne & Charles Rice
* Laurie Rich
* Debra Richardson
* Teri J. Richardson
Brian Riley
Karen & Chuck Risch
** Margaret L. Rockwell
Coral & Smart Roller
Winifred H. Rome
Christine & Donald Root
Merry A Rosenberg
Gretchen & Dennis Rosenbrook
Nancy & Mark Rudd
Robert E. Ruigh
* David & Charlotte Ruppert
David Russell & Karen Conroy
Lurh L. Sablich
Jeanne & Lawrence Sartor
John A. Sauer
Robert & Rosemary Schaffer
** Michael Sheer & Gina Polce Scheetz
Alice & Frank Schehr
Linda & Kenneth Schelb
** Shirley A. Schepers
* Mary & Dana Scherer
* Cynthia & Paul Schluckebier
* Teresa Schmidt
* Timothy R. Schmitrt
John & Deborah Schneider
Eric Schneidewind
Christine & Alex Schram
Catherine & Gary Schrock
Denise & Thomas Schroeder
Linda & Dean Schultz
Polly & Ben Schwendener, Jr.
Carl & Amy Seabold
** Drs. Arthur & Elizabeth Seagull
Anne Gray
T.J. Segelind &
Sarah Underwood Segelind
Karen & Robert Seppala
* Kyle Shaffer
Sharon S. Shama
* Jack Shanholz & Patricia Miner-Shanholz
Heidi & Robert Sheehan
Jack G. & Carol A. Shepard
** Deborah Shermad & Sheryl Judd
Rebecca & John Shives
Dorothy Shonkwiler
Gordon & Deborah Shroufe
Elizabeth Simmons & R. Selkhar Chivukula
Deborah & David Simon
** Kenneth & Donna Slater
Nancy J. Small
Misty & David Smalz
Channing Smith
Shelly & Mark Smith
* Maria M. Smyka
Kate & Andrew Snyder

Pauline Sondag

* Patricia Soranno & Eric Torng
Subhash Gupta & Joanne Sotile
** Rhonda & Richard Sorrell
Tom & Deborah Southworth
Steven T. & Esther M. Spees

* New Donor
** Donors who have increased support to new membership levels.

Donors since our 1982-83 Opening Season
appear in boldface.
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Carol & James Speolma
* Tom & Randi Stanulis
* Karen & John Starcevich
Jo/Ann Stefani
Dr. Barbara & Mr. James Steidle

Bill & Sue Stelzer
Daniel McCole & Jill Stephenson-McCole
Marielyn & Robert Stevenson
* Kathleen & Michael Stiffler
Dr. Richard F. & Catherine L. Stilwill
Ann K. Stocum
Marlene & Don Stone
* Randall I. Stone
Thomas W. & Janet L. Stone
Kenneth D. & Nancy A. Stringer
Joseph & Barbara Strittmatter

** Bobbie Suarez
Dr. Leslie N. & Anne P. Srumpos
Ronald & Georgina Styka
Patricia & Hamed Suffety
Linda & Wayne Summers
Rose Ann & Fred Swartz
Jessica & Joel Sweat
* Brian Sweet
Shirley A. Swick

** David & Ann Szczesny
* Anne Szczubelk
Barbara & Michael Szkotnicki
Laura L. Tafelsky
Norma & William Taylor
Carl Taylor & Florene McGlornth Taylor
Patricia & Gary Taylor
* Thomas & Connie Taylor
* Patricia & Brad Thelen
Chelsea & Brendon Thiede
Carol Ann & Morris Thomas
Rocky Beckert & Julie Thomas-Beckett
* James Tidt
Catherine L. Timmons
** Penny L. Torok
** Shannon & Alfred Torres
** Deanna L. Toth
* Joan & Robert Trezise
Sherry & Peter Trezise
Penelope Tseroglou
John & Allene Tucker

** Georgiann & Richard Tunninley
** Elizabeth Turpin
Kathryn VanDagens &
Daniel VanOverbeke
* Vickie Vandenbelt
** Linda J. Vanderberg
Richard M. & Kathy L. Vanderbeek
** Rachel VanDeventer
Lillian & Ronald VanHouten
* Brian Vecsei
Chris Veldman
Kathleen & Gary Vermeulen
David & Sandra Vietri
Kara & John Villarreal
Alexa Marie Vitek
Louis & Mary Vlahakis
Ann & Timothy Vogelsang
Janet & Donald Volk
* Carol & John Voss

Mizue & James Wagner
** Lynnell Wakeley
** Dr. John & Angie Walling, Jr.
Julia & Kenneth Walz
* Tonja Wander
** Nancy & William Wardwell
** Cynthia & Mark Warnshuis
Joann Warren
Josephine J. Washington
Betty & George Watson
Jane Waun
Ronald & Nancy Wefel
** Teresa & Paul Wehrwein
** Larry R. Welch
* Lynn & Keith Wentzel
* Mr. & Mrs. Shawn Whelan
Jonathan & Robin White
Linda L. Widener
** Angela Wieber
Katherine Wilcox
* Matthew E. Wilzek
Debbra J. Winans
Laurie K. Sommers & David W. Winder
Sarah & Blane Winslow
Mr. & Mrs. Phil Wolfe
Karen Wood
Lisa Woodcock-Burroughs
Kathryn Woodyard
Sandra Wright
Valerie & Christopher Wright
* Yasmeen & Kevin Youngs
** Patricia Zajac & Mark A. Cowles
* Leslie & Juan Zamora
Abby & Daniel Zarimba
Ms. Sandra Zarr
Suzanne Ziel

Paul J. & Jamie A. Zimmer
Lori & Michael Zimmerman
** Liane & David Zimny
Kar Zinn

Businesses
* Callens Law PLLC
* Modern Bookkeeping
Public Policy Associates, Inc.

BRONZE CIRCLE ($100 & above)

Anonymous
John Ackenhusen
Jo A. Adams
* Susan & Mark Adams
Ms. Marsha E. Albrighton &
Mr. James T. Leffler
William C. & Jane E. Allen
Bonnie J. Allmen
Beth Anderson
Donna S. Anderson
Gloria & Stephen Anderson
* Dena Andrews
Anita M. Andringa
* Shell & James Anuszkoicz
Betty & Keith Apple
Charles G. Apple
Lawrence Aronson
* Camille Ash

* Jennifer Ash & Brian Dowell
Mary Ann Austin
Janis & Jack Bails
Cheryl A. Baker
Dr. Richard L. & Carol M. Baldwin
* Richard D. Ball
* Angelna Ballard
Nancy & James Ballard
* April & Kevin Bank
Rose & Bryan Barcham
Jeffrey M. Barker
Susan & Thomas Barnes
Polly & Douglass Barr
* David Barry
Joanne & Jack Bass
Debra & Mark Barthurst
* Daniel J. Batora
Karen & Robert Battersham
Monica L. Bauer
* Holly Baumgartner
Carol & Glenn Baxter
Ronda & John Beach
* Deborah & Daniel Beachnau
Carol & Richard Beard
* Susan E. Beard
Jane & Gary Beaudoin
Sharon & Robert Bechtel
Susan & David Beck
* Stephen Bennett
* Duane E. Berger
Drs. Arnold & Claire Berkman
* Deanne Besone

Miriam B. Bethards
* Mary & Cornelis Beukema
Clay Bidwell
Robert & Sandra Bierwagen
Donna & Joe Billig
Frederick W. Bissing
* Donna Blaszczak
Brooke & James Bleicher
* Cheryl & Stephen Blonde
Charlene M. Bodar
* Candace & Robert Boldrey
Kathryn Booth
Sarah & Allan Boron
* Lori Bourbonais
Marlin M. Bowker
* Tyler J. Braddock
Jennifer Bradley
Dr. Harold & Jeanne Braeutigam
Teresa Brantley
Emmett & Karen Braselton
Julia Ryan-Brawner & Bobbie G. Brawner
Doris Bristor
Dr. Martha W. Bristor
Michelle & Donovan Brittain
Tamale & James Brouillette
Elaine & Murray Brown
Susan L. Brundage
* Julia & Richard Bryce
* Chris & Edward Brynn
Rosemary & Earnest Bullion
Megan Buonodono
Eileen M. Bar
Ms. C. Lark Burger

* New Donor
** Donors who have increased support to new membership levels.
Diana & George Burgoyne
Barbara J. Burke  
* Peggy H. Burke
** Thomas & Lisbeth Byerley  
Christina & Herman Calderon  
Peggy & George Campbell  
* Julie Ann & James Campbell  
Susan & William Carley  
Mary Carlson  
* Kathryn J. Chapin  
* Maxwell Chappuis  
* Fred Chasney  
* Jane & John Cherirt  
Maynard A. & Carol M. Christensen  
Sandra & Frank Ciloski  
Janet & Robert Clark  
* Christine & Michael Clifford  
Susan & Peter Coblentz  
Barbara Coey  
Terri & Ralph Colasuonno  
* Heather Colby  
Denise & Patrick Cole  
* Monica & Rick Collett  
Paul & Tracy Collins  
* Susan J. Combs  
* Stephanie Commings  
Shyrlann Cone  
* Don Connell  
Sharon & Jim Conroy  
* Eileen & Keith Cook  
Rick Cook & Cathy Zell  
* Lisa Cooley  
* Michelle Coolidge  
Judith Corr  
* Richard Coy & Wendy Mead  
Anne Craft  
** Dr. Dennis R. Craft &  
Dr. Laurie B. Hillbrenner  
Frank & Diane Cranmer  
* Louis & Linda Crenshaw  
Pat Curran  
** Dale Dadd & Valerie Shebcoe  
Dr. Marcos Dunns  
Kathleen Davis  
Sharon & Gary Dawson  
* Condakke & Peter Decker  
Yolanda Delagrazza  
* Sarah C. DeLany  
Robin & James DeMuth  
Heather DeRose  
* Daniel Devaney & Judith Rowell  
Marie & David DeVries  
Kathryn Dewsbury-White & Gilbert White  
Sheila M. & Scott W. Dill  
Mary Lou Dillon  
Lisa Dixon  
** Kimberly & Dean Dockter  
* Ellen Dohr & Scott Loveridge  
Laima & Ernest Dome  
Bethany Doneth  
Sophie & Bruce Donley  
* Cynthia & Sean Douglas  
Lou Douglas  
Linda & Walter Downes  
Davia & John Downey  
Tonya Dreissler & Daniel Goatley  
* Leslie J. Drury  
Mrs. Darrell F. Duffield  
* Jennifer Dunham  
** James Dunn  
Peggy & Marvin Dunn  
James & Shelley Durbie  
Christine & Lynn DuVal  
Marilyn Duvall  
* Christine Dwyer-Jaroszewicz  
* Cheryle Dyk  
Jennifer J. & Jason R. Early  
Rev. James F. Eisele  
Jeanette Eiserman  
* Carey & Todd Elder  
Sarah Elston  
* Anna R. Epkey  
Joshua Ervin  
* Jennifer & Mike Esper  
Judith & Arthur Falk  
Dr. Philip L. & Elaine K. Fanson  
Samuel F. & Elizabeth M. Febba  
Marilyn Fedewa  
* Brian Fisher  
Patricia Fitzpatrick  
Jewell Flajolet  
Joan Forgrave  
Jackie & James Fokner  
* Barbara & James Forney  
* Katherine & Neal Fortin  
* Anita G. Fox  
George A. & Diane M. Fox  
Patricia Fox  
Pamela Fraley  
** Donna & Paul Freddolino  
Amy Fredrick  
Diane Freeman  
* Sonja Fritzsche & Ronald Stokes Schwartz  
* Mary Jo & Jeff fuhrman  
Jacqueline & Stephen Fuller  
Heather & Craig Galecka  
* Linda M. Garbarino  
Ray Garcia  
* David Gard & Gwen Wittembaum  
Donna Gardner  
* Ann & James Garvey  
Deanna & Timothy Gates  
Jeffrey Gehringer  
Sheri & Matthew Germane  
Diane Gewirtz  
* John A. Gibbs  
Thomas Giddings  
* Bethany & Benjamin Gielczyk  
Kim Gilbert  
* Rebecca & Aaron Gillett  
* Joan & Dennis Gilliland  
Yvonne N. Glenn  
Callista Gloss  
Monica & James Goble  
William F. Goodwin, Jr.  
Mary J. Graesser  
* Audrey Grant  
Judy Green & G. Ron Welch  
Leslie J. Green  
* Tammy J. Griffin  
* Casey & Mary Griggs  
Richard J. Groshiek  
* Thelma Hadden  
* Kaleigh Jaeger-Hale & Aaron Hale  
* Marge Hall  
Doris J. & John P. Hamm  
** Charles R. Handley  
* Helen Hansens  
** Michael & Jennifer Hardy  
Kay Hawkness  
** Ann Tukey Harrison  
* Vicki & Ralph Hay  
Genevieve Healy  
Margaret L. Hebekeuser  
Howard & Judith Hedlund  
Eileen & Howard Heideman  
* Lynn Heline  
Kymberly & Andrew Hess  
Shawna Hessling  
Arlene & Stephen Hidensperger  
Richard & Alice Hill  
* Leeann Hilton  
Shirley & Allan Hirt  
* Donna J. Hobart  
* Ellen L. Hockstra  
Ronit Hoffman  
John Holck  
Melvin & Verna Holley  
* Claudia Holzman & David Lipsitz  
Patrina & David Hoppe  
* Patrice & Paul Hornak  
* Marilyn Hoskins  
Linda & Ross Howard  
* Brandi Howell  
Lois A. Hulkin  
* Carol & Ronald Hyso  
Barbara & Daniel Ilgen  
Nancy R. Ingram  
** Arden P. Irwin  
Kaleigh & Aaron Hale  
Margaret & John Janssens  
* Lesa Jarski  
* Jan L. Jensen  
* Jennifer L. Jensen  
* Stephanie L. Jerick  
James Jersey & Barbara Stevens Jersey  
James & Nancy Jewett  
* Kristen Johns  
Barbara J. Johnson  
* Carol & Gary Johnson  
* Mary Johnson  
Nancy Johnston  
* Arlene & Mark Jones  
Elizabeth & Mark Jones  
Virginia Judge  
Brad & Victoria Jurgensen  
* Donald Kachman  
* Julie & Donald Kagey  
* Mackenzie & Mark Kaminski  
Eileen & Kenneth Kapka  
Kathy & Charles Karpinski  
* Shiv Karunakaran  
Suman & Gaurav Kashyap  
Dr. Donald Kaufman &  
Elizabeth Hutchinson
Hanna & Norman Kelker
* Verelia Kelly & Kenneth Johnson
* Roger P. & Meredith A. Kennedy
* Robert & Janet Kirkbride
Patrice A. Klein
Sheri A. Knowles
Janet Koberstein
Rebecca A. Kopf
* Julie Kosh
Michael & Lihting Kostrzewa
* Sean C. Kortke
Evelyn & Paul Krause
Carol Krier
* David R. Kruger
* David R. Kruger
Cynthia Kruka
Karen Kumon-Sinclair
Mary Jo & Robertunkle, II
Mika Kunk
Michael Beratta & Judith Lhamphere
Jacqueline & William Land
** Suzanne Laningham & Allen Holzhausen
Amanda & Jason Lantz
Brenda Lawson
* Patricia J. Lawton
* Dale J. Lecaptain
Will & Lisa Lemanski
* Ann & Ray Lemmen
Ruth & Robert Lendt
* Carla R. Lenhoff
* Laraine & David Levin
Christopher Lewis
Dr. James T. Linnemann &
Ruth L. Eggert-Linnemann
* Samuel Lockwood
April Loghe
* Jessica & Jason Longbrake
* Mike Longenecker
Arlene Loucks
Berty J. Lounsbery
Greg Ludden
Patricia Jennings
* Elizabeth A. Lund
* Carol & Gary Lundquist
Sue & Robert Lutton
* Cybelle A. Lyon
* Marie Lyons
Dawn Y. MacCreery, O.D.
* Clayton W. MacDonald
Norma & Gary MacKensie
* Bron Magoon
* Margaret Mahaffy
Joanne Mahoney & Deborah Weiber
* John J. Makowski
* Dick S. Mammen
* Diana & Kenneth Marable
Jason Marshall
Irwin Martin
Tia & Wolf Martin
* Mary & Kenneth Marton
* Karen & Frederick Massoll
* Mrs. Gigi Masterson-Streeter
Raymond & Susan
Brian Mattes & Dr. Elise Zitkin
* Joan & Jeremy Matson
Shalimar & Robert Maynard
Judith & Durold McCalla
Gretchen & Michael McLellan
John & Heidi McGarry
* Shelly & Mark McGee
Janet & Thomas Mcgraw
* Pamela & Joseph McGraw
* Sheila M. Mcgeal
* Constance McGuire & Timothy Richards
Pollyanne & Larry McKillop
Patricia & Michael McMieky
* Donna McLean
Kay McNeal
Christine McQuade
Judith McQueen
* Lorene McVey
Mrs. Hugh B. McVicker
* Laurie & Martin Mecher
Kathleen E. Melville-Hall
Betty & Paul Menchik
Lauri Ellen Mendelsohn & Daniel J. Dunn
** Elizabeth & David Meselle
** Kimberly Metzer
* Kim Metzger & Sally Wah
Marci Middaugh
** Barbara Middleton
** Patricia & Randall Middlin
** Sandra & Jack Midgeley
Murkey & Alan Miller
Denise Miller
Frederick & Beverly Miller
* John Millhouse
Arline S. & John A. Minsky
* Lisa Mitchel
* Erica Montressor & Matthew Sterlign
Paul Morley
Gene & Valerie Moutsaslon
* Michele Mowery
* Patricia Mowery
Donna Mullins
Gordon D. Murphy
Alison & Brian Murray
* Dale Munton
Sarah & Stephen Musko
* Mary Lou & Ernest Nagy
* Sandra & John Nagy
* Shelly Nakon
Janet Nesburg
* Barbara & James Neubeck
Paul Ninefclt & Tanaya Jordan
Elaine A. Nofffe
Betty & Douglas Noverr
Pamela Nyquist
Sarah O'Brien
* Leta & Jeffrey O'Connor
Mary & Thomas O'Connor
Georgia A. Old
* James & Joanne Olin
Michele Olinid
Jane C. Olson
* Kathleen & Daniel O'neill
Douglas Osborn
Debbie Osborne
Karen A. Ostermiller
Drs. Wendy E. & William H. Page-Echols
Terry & Shelly Palczewski
Ann Pappas
Shirley & Joseph Paris
* Roschenne & Chad Parmalee
* Cody Paseka
Lynda & Dennis Patriarche
Maria & Richard Pease
* Gillian & David Peck, Jr.
* Thomas Pegler
Linda Pell
Dorothy & Giovannino Perri
Robert & Barbara Perrin
John Person & Terry Mckenna Person
Pat & Roger Petersen
* Adrienne & Chris Pfeiffer
* Andrew Phillips
Jim Pike
Karen & William Pioszak
Anthony Piper
Ted R. Plocharczyk
* Patricia & Kevin Poli
Jeffrey & Phyllis Poorman
* Debra & Jon Powell
* Emma Powell
* Greg & Denise Pratt
Kristen & Steven Procco
Robert Prough
Ann & Ira Purchis
Mark Quimby
Rachel Quinn
* Sarah Quasishi
* Susan & Mark Rantz
* Carrie & Clinton Hawks
Sarah & James Raynak
Matthew Redshaw
* Sharon M. Reeves
* Christine & John Rehagen
Lewis D. Resnick
Julie & Robert Richardson
Susan & William Richardson
* Todd Rickerd
Christopher B. Ricketts
Howard Ritman
* Robert & Diane Robertson
Patricia Roethiele
Daniel & JoAnne Romanek
Esther Romblom
Judy & Charlie Rosebush
* Rick Ruble
Robin & Jeffrey Rudnick
Sue E. Rutherford
Valerie Runz
* Lori Ryland
Richard Samson
* Marie Sanborn
* David Santo
Roy Saper & Nell Kuhnmuench
Ann Saunders
Carol & Michael Saunders
* David F. Savickas, Ph.D.
* Rebecca Schen
Dr. Rachel A. Schemmel
* Jeffrey Schenker & Michelle Traven
Carol L. Scherer
* Ann Schmitz & James Woehrle
Freida & John Schneeberger
JUDITH & JAMES SCHNEIDER
Margaret Schneider
* Ken Schoepf
John R. Schopmeyer
* Judy Schuster
* Kristin & Michael Moreno
* Diane & James Schweigert
** James & Christine Schweigert
Mary A. Scoblic
* Michelle Scott
* Meredith Seckman
Michele & Christopher Shafer
* David & Rebecca Shane
Allyn Shaw, Ph.D.
Patricia Sheets
* Jamie Sheppard
Anastasia & Ashton Shortridge
Judith & Bennet Shulman
Nina Silbergkeit
Charlotte Sinadinos & Russell Launer
Sharon & David Sinclair
Frances & Larry Sklapsky
Stuart D. Sleight
Joan & Ronald Smith
Ruth & Curtis Smith
Mariam E. & Dennis Smith
Mary E. Smith
* Patricia J. Smith
* Suzanne Sontag
Tori M. Buckley
* Rick Soucy
* Craig Sparks & Roberta Tisdale
* Jane & Donald Speer, Jr.
Esther & Todd Quiring
Lillian & David Spencer
Jackie & Eric Staib
Judy A. Standley
* Lawrence Stawiarski
Connie & Michael Stevens
* Nancie Stoddard
Judith Stoddart & Alfred Goodson
* Carol & R. Brooks Stover
* Elias Strangas & Jane Turner
* Michelle & Joel Strasz
* Lisa & Michael Strother
Cynthia J. Sundberg
Kathleen & Michael Sweat
** Cindy & Michael Swix
Richard & Christine Takne
Marlene & Dave Tebben
Gladys M. Thomas
Pamela A. Thompson, D.O.
* Anne & Brian Thompson
Kathy A. Tilley
Kev Toben
* Richard F. Tourre
Megan & Michael Tressel
William C. & Linda S. Trevarthan
Jo E. Trumble
* Linda Trumbull
* Perrine A. Tufnell
Stacy M. Turke
* Judith & Gordon Tuthill
Patricia & Raymond Ugorowski
Marrha & Gregg U’Ren
Elizabeth & Karl Van Deventer
** Virginia VandeVord
Catherine & Vyautas Viskunas
Candy & Robert Voigt
Pamela & Patrick Walsh
Rebecca & Eric Walters
Sheridan Ward
Stephanie A. Warren
* Rachel & Gregory Warner
* Sara Wassenaar
Kristin & Andrew Watkins
* Anne & Thomas Watson
Jane & Paul Wei
Dr. Timothy & Jan Wellman
* Ashlynn Weller
Joelene & Walter Whitmer
Sally & Donald Wilcox
* Cynthia Williams
Karen Willson
Amy & Christopher Wilson
Gloria & Robert Wilson
Joseph T. Wing
* Noel & Christopher Winkler
* Ralph & LeAnn Witgen
* Christopher Wojcik
Linda & Philip Wolak
Gail & Alan Wolfe
* Marie Wolfe & Nancy Warner
Clover Lee Wolford
Emily L. Wollner
Ken & Kay Woodring
Barbara Worger
Elaine Wright
* Kendra & David Wright
Linda K. Wright
Gwen Wyatt
* Virginia & Jonathan Yaruss
** Diana & Wayne Zack
Constance Zanger
James Ziebell
Susan K. Zimmerman
Irma & Harvey Zuckerburg
Cheryl & Carl Zuidema
* Ashley Zuzelski

In Honor Of:
Susan Croley

In Memory Of:
Larry Sierra
Kris Koop Ouellette
Seats 4 Kids is a scholarship fund that provides free tickets to local youth who could not otherwise afford to attend a performing arts event.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patricia &amp; Todd Albery</th>
<th>Margaret Griffith</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Janet Alleman-Trumbull, Ph.D.</td>
<td>Dave Gupta &amp; Rashi Singhal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonnie Allmen</td>
<td>Deborah &amp; Michael Harrison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda K. Arens</td>
<td>Sarah &amp; Frederick Hawley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorie Seitz-Barbieri &amp; Charles E. Barbieri</td>
<td>Thomas E. Heasley, III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devon Barrett</td>
<td>Margo Heiden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael &amp; Deborah Baughman</td>
<td>Lawrence &amp; Mary Hennessey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dale Barrile</td>
<td>Elizabeth Hepola &amp; David Roth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott &amp; Amy Basel</td>
<td>Kathleen &amp; Joel Hoffman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John &amp; Ronda Beach</td>
<td>Party &amp; John Holmenbeck</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Ulysses S. Beasley | Eric Hammar &
| Kim Beattie | Andrea Bonevitz Hammar |
| Dr. and Ms. Norman J. Beauchamp, Jr. | Marcia & Mark Hooper |
| Sharon Bechtel | Carol & Ron Horowitz |
| Thomas & David Block-Easterday | Ned & Evelyn Jackson |
| Donna & Dennis Blue | Michelle Jacobs |
| Nikkie & Jarrod Bradford | Karen & Jerry Jennings |
| Diane & Brian Brady | Mary & Kim Johnson |
| Hugh & Lynn Brainard | Karen Jurgensen & Robert Parks |
| Peggy & Mike Brand | Bill & Jan Kahl |
| Kathleen & Gerald Brazil | Melissa & Timothy Kaltenbach |
| Allison Breuer | Steven Kaatz |
| Chrisisie & Greg Brogan | David & Holly Kaziyak |
| David & Patricia Brogan | Marsha & Warren Kifferstein |
| Lanny & Molly Brunette | Jacqueline A. Killingsworth |
| Norris & Carol Bryson | Bonnie Knutson |
| Joan Burke | Delphine Kolacki |
| Kristen & Shawn Calabrese | Mary Ellen Lane |
| Cynthia A. Cameron, Ph.D. | Pet & Glenda Lappan |
| Thomas & Denise Carr | Ruth & Robert Lendt |
| Gerry Lynne & Tom Chirgwin | Karen E. Lincoln |
| Patrick Y. Chiu | Kathryn & Gustav Lo |
| Chu-Hsiang Chang & Russell Johnson | Laurie & David Lockman |
| Joy Clay | Marie Lyons |
| Carol & Paul Conn | Olif & Janice Mace |
| April Clotes & Glen Brough | Larry & Katrina Mackley |
| Corie & Michael Costello | Dts. Wilford & Sarah Maldonado |
| Ruth & Richard Cottrell | Georgia Markakis |
| Heather L. Davidson | Audrey Martin |
| Robert & Lynette Davison | Nathan Mass & Heidi Kaufmann |
| William & Nancy DeFrance | Michelle Massey |
| Dewpoint | Veronica & David Matejko |
| Frances C. Dittrich | Roberta Matheson & Allen Russell |
| Jerry & Carole Dodgson | Melissa & Dan McCanne |
| Sara & Brent Dolan | Cordree & L. Robert McConnell, Jr. |
| Katie A. Donnelly | Melanie & Benjamin McGuire |
| Theodore & Caroline Duda | in honor of Mr. Connor McGuire |
| Keith & Corless Eldred | Marvin McKinney |
| Nolan Erickson | John & Helen McLaughlin |
| Sandy & Gary Evans | Thomas Metevier |
| Mike Farrell | Kristin Metzger |
| Dr. Hiram & Dolores Fitzgerald | Carol & Doug Miller |
| Michael & Judith Flintoff | Denise E. Miller |
| Janet L. Fredendall | Betty & Michael Moore |
| Susan & Chris Friend | Elizabeth Moore |
| Jeffery Frumkin & Mary Nehls-Frumkin | Mariel Moorer |
| Barbara Garvey | in honor of Mr. Donnell Moorer, Sr. |
| Patricia & Donn Gates | Marilyn & Eddie Moore |
| Mary Lou & Roland Gifford | Marie & Craig Moreland |
| Sharon E. Gillison | Jacob & Maggie Myers |
| Joseph Giltzotte | Sarah E. Nestle |
| Yvonne Glenn | Barbara & Kevin Nilsen |
| Daniel Goatley & Tonya Droysell | Katherine & George Noiroit |
| Judy Green & G. Ron Welch | Michele M. Olind |
| | Helen & Keith Ostien |
| | Susan M. Palac |
| | Louise & Lee Paquette |
| | Jan & Jim Parish |
| | Nancy Passanante |
| | Kathleen Phelps |
| | Karen & Joseph Phillips |
| | Gary Philpott |
| | Jane & Craig Pilditch |
| | Charlotte & Freddie Poston, Jr. |
| | Malia & Gerald Pruitt |
| | Joyce & Jimmy Putnam |
| | Linda Putnam |
| | Ronald R. Reynolds |
| | Kimberly & Brendan Ringlever |
| | Barbara Robie |
| | Margaret Rockwell |
| | Albert Ross & Lori Jungbluth-Ross |
| | Rotary Club of Lansing |
| | Shirley & David Rumminger |
| | Ruth Sablich |
| | Scott & Stacey Schabel |
| | Thomas & Sheila Schimpf |
| | Cathleen & James Schultz |
| | Zelda Seidenberg |
| | in honor of Mrs. Carolyn R. Schein |
| | Judith & Bennett Shulman |
| | Janice & William Simpson |
| | David Slater & Julia Goarley |
| | Peggy & Jay Smith |
| | Richard Sneary |
| | Nancy Snow |
| | David Slater & Julia Goarley |
| | Christopher & Charlotte Smith |
| | John & Karen Starcevich |
| | Lanette Stevens & Roger Brooks |
| | Derek Strong |
| | Lynn & Michael Tanner |
| | Phyllis & Mark Thode |
| | Jeanne & Jason Tippett |
| | Kay Tosen |
| | Patricia & Raymond Ugorowski |
| | Kathryn VanDagens & Daniel VanOverbeke |
| | Barbara & Arthur Van Dyke |
| | Lynell Wukley |
| | Deborah & Stephen Walton |
| | Sharon Watson & Donald Loding |
| | Catherine & Mark Weaver |
| | Richard D. Weingartner |
| | Jane & Clarence Weiss |
| | Rajkumari & Richard Wiener |
| | Jane A. Wilensky |
| | Brian & Denise Williams |
| | Diane Willcox & Larry Hogue |
| | Robert W. Wilson |
| | Elaine J. Wright |
| | Barbara & Herbert Yamanishi |
| | Thomas Yaksich |
| | Sally & Dan Zimmerman |
| | Lyn Zynada |
Wharton Center gratefully thanks those who have chosen to remember and support the performing arts through a charitable bequest in their estate plans.

Anonymous
Ethel & John Anthony
Sue & Bruce Augenstein
John Depew Barkham
Betty & Jack Barnes
Kenneth C. Beachler
Jane M. & Robert H. Becker
John L. & Marie J. Black
Thomas J. Block & David L. Easterday
Charles & Kathleen Bonneau
Gregory & Christine B. Brogan
Dr. & Mrs. Daniel A. Bronstein
Mr. David Brower
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas D. Brown
Roy & Carolyn Buckingham
Clyde & Ellen Burton
Jeanne Cargill
Stella & Jerry Cash
Phoebe (Pat) Clark
Andrew P. & Sandra D. Conner
Ms. Diana E. D’Angelo & Dr. Martin C. Hawley
Kevin & Lauri Draggoo
Mr. & Mrs. Peter J. Eckel, Jr.
Dr. Maxine A. Eyestone
Joe & Betty Gadaleto
Shirley & Bruce Goodrich
Maxwell & LeAnn Goodwin
Frances & Daniel Hamermesh
Linda K. Graesser
Dorisa J. & John P. Hamm
Dr. Gilbert & Mrs. Susanna Harrell
Michael G. & Deborah L. Harrison
David E. Havrilla
C. Richard & Susan M. Herrold
Meegan Holland
Selma & Stanley Hollander
Annie D. Holmes
Marcia & Mark Hooper
Robert B. & Dolores L. Hughes
Jack & Roberta Jacobowitz
Rich & Tracy Johnson
Mrs. June E. Johnston
Walter J. Kachelski
Drs. Lois J. Karl & J. Roy Black
Warren M. Kifferstein
Sam & Cheryl Knox
Jacqulyn & William Lack
Ms. Marilyn R. Laughlin
Arthur R. Luedders
Joseph & Jeanne Maguire
William Marklewitz
Veronica & David Matejko
Martha Miller Maxwell
Joanne & E. Jerome McCarthy
Mr. & Mrs. J. Bruce McCristal
Donald R. & Barbara D. McMillan
Robin and Betsy Miner-Swartz
Milton Muelder
Patricia K. Munshaw
Carol Overley
Mr. & Mrs. James D. Parish
Teck Yew & Daisy Pee
Max & Shirley Ploughman
Richard & Shelley Pulliam
Dave & Mary Ann Reinhart
Pamela Steckroat
Ms. Sharon K. Skinner
Dr. & Mrs. David B. Smith
Sharon & Richard Smith
Richard Sneary
Judith A. & Lonny L. Snow
Andrew Sulen, Jr.
Mrs. Sally A. Swiss
Barbara & Michael Szkotnicki
Linda A. Tanner, in memory of
Elizabeth Charles
Frank A. Tegge
Joe, Maggie & Eloy Trevino
Celia Tulloch
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Vine
Richard D. Weingartner
Carol M. Welch
Clifton & Dolores Wharton
Albert A. White
George W. Winchell
Mary D. Zehner

With thoughtful and creative estate planning, you can provide future support to Wharton Center for Performing Arts. We invite and encourage you to contact the Development Office at (517) 353-4640 to explore estate planning strategies.
Endowments provide a foundation of stability and support. Gifts to endowments are made with the understanding that the principal is continually preserved and the total amount of the gift is invested. Each year, only a portion of the interest earned is spent while the remainder reverts to principal. In this respect, an endowment is a perpetual gift.

Wharton Center gratefully acknowledges those individuals/organizations that have funded named endowments through gifts of cash or their estate plans.

Alexander Family Endowment for Children’s Theatre and Arts Education
John D. Barkham Endowment
Kenneth C. Beachler Arts Management Internship
Stuart and Judy Birn Endowment for Youth Tickets
John L. and Marie J. Black Endowment for Broadway and Education
Thomas & David Block-Easterday Endowment for Jazz Performance
Thomas J. and David L. Block-Easterday Scholarship Fund for Youth Tickets
Charles & Kathleen Bonneau Endowment
Michael and Margaret Brand Endowment for Arts Education
John R. and Martha L. Brick Endowment for Classical Music/Education
Christine B. and Gregory D. Brogan Endowment for Dance Performance
April M. Clobes and Glen F. Brough Endowment for Dance
Kevin and Lauri Draggoo Endowment for Volunteerism and Community Engagement
Endowment for Arts Education
Maxine A. Eyestone Endowment
Foster Swift Collins & Smith Law Firm Endowment for Jazz Performance and Education
Robin & Sharron Fruzzi Endowment
Joe and Betty Gadaleto Endowment for Performing Arts Internship
Dr. Shahriar & Dokhy Ghoddousi Endowment
Maxwell Asa & LeAnn B. Goodwin Endowment
Glenn D. and Sherry K. Granger Endowment for Family Performance/Education
Gilbert & Susanna Harrell Endowment for Arts Education
Michael G. & Deborah L. Harrison Endowment for Arts Education
Robert & Carol Hildorf Endowment for Jazz Performance and Education
The Elizabeth Hoger and Lisa Swem Endowment for Arts Education
Meegan Holland Endowment for Music, Dance and Theatre
Stanley & Selma Hollander Endowment
Stanley & Selma Hollander Endowment for Chamber Music
Annie D. & Robert A. Holmes Perennial Garden Endowment
Marcia & Mark Hooper Endowment for Performing Arts Education
Carol & Ronald Horowitz Endowment for Youth Access to the Arts
In The Wings @ Wharton Center
Inner Circle Endowment for Arts Education

Jazz and Classical Music Endowment
The Hari Kern and late Ralph Edminster, M.D. Endowment for Arts Education
Warren M. Kifferstein Discretionary Endowment
The Jackie Killingsworth Endowment for Arts Education
Bonnie & Robert Knutson Endowment for Musical Theatre
Larry P. Lee Endowment for Youth & Family Access to the Arts
Joseph and Jeanne Maguire Endowment for Jazz
Mansfield Family Foundation Endowment for Seats 4 Kids
Martha Miller Maxwell Endowment for Arts Education
Joanne N. and E. Jerome McCarthy Endowment for Arts Education
Richard D. McLellan Endowment for Dance Performance
Patrick and Victoria McPharlin Endowment for Arts Education
MSU Federal Credit Union Broadway Endowment
MSU Federal Credit Union Institute for Arts & Creativity Endowment
Dennis & Deborah Muchmore Backstage Endowment
Patricia K. Munshaw and Dana Munshaw Brazil Endowment for Arts Education
William R. & Denise Nielsen Management Internship
Nancy S. Passanante Endowment for Arts Education
Betty Price Retail Management Internship Endowment
Shelley and Richard Pulliam Endowment for Youth Tickets
Tom and Mary Kay Shields Endowment for Musical Theatre
Arlene and Lawrence Sierra Family Endowment for Arts Education
Drs. Lou A. and Roy J. Simon Endowment for Jazz Performance/Education
Drs. Lou A. and Roy J. Simon Discretionary Endowment
Sharon Kouts Skinner Endowment
Richard C. and Sharon M. Smith Endowment
Richard Sneary Endowment for Musical Theatre and Arts Education
Karen E. Spak and Dale K. Howe Endowment for Arts Education
Harvey and Barbara Sparks Endowment for Arts Education
Frank A. Tegge Discretionary Endowment
Joe & Maggie Trevino Performing Arts Education
Watson-Shannon Management Internship
Richard D. Weingartner Arts Education Endowment
Wharton Center Endowment
Wharton Center Endowed Enhancement Fund
Joan Wright Endowment for Young Playwrights Festival and Arts Education
William Wright Endowment for New Works & Initiatives
Wharton Center wishes to thank the following corporate partners who help to underwrite the 2018-2019 season.

AF Group
Arts Council of Greater Lansing
Auto-Owners Insurance
Brogan, Reed, Van Gorder & Associates/Ohio National Financial Services
BZEMS Group at Merrill Lynch
The Centennial Group
The Christman Company
Clark Trombley Randers Consulting Engineers
Comerica Foundation
Comprehensive Psychological Services, P.C.
Coral Gables Restaurant
Delta Dental of Michigan
Dewpoint
Disney
The Doctors Company
Edge Partnerships
Farm Bureau Insurance
Foresight Group
Foster, Swift, Collins & Smith, P.C.
Gannett Foundation/Lansing State Journal
Gillespie Group
Governmental Consultant Services
Granger
Grewal Law PLLC
Honigman Miller Schwartz and Cohn
Jackson National Life Insurance Company
Karyn’s Dance Place, Inc.
L.O. Eye Care
Lansing Board of Water and Light
Marketing Resource Group
Mayberry Homes
McLaren Greater Lansing
Mercantile Bank
Michigan Council for Arts and Cultural Affairs and National Endowment for the Arts
Michigan Public Radio
Michigan State Medical Society
MSU Federal Credit Union
Palmer, Bush & Jensen Family Funeral Homes
Piper & Gold Public Relations
Plante Moran, PLLC
Portnoy and Tu, DDS, PC
PNC Bank
ProAssurance Casualty Company
Retailers Insurance Company
Rick’s American Café/Harrison RoadHouse/Beggar’s Banquet
SuttonAdvisors, PLC
TechSmith Corporation
Tri-Star Trust Bank
Warner Norcross + Judd LLP
Wharton Center Inner Circle
WKAR Radio & Television
Wolverine Development Corporation